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Abstract
Marine mammals in coastal areas are increasingly exposed to boats and noise as nature
tourism grows. It is now well known that boat-based tourism has a wide range of detrimental
effects on the surface behaviour of cetaceans, although effects on their acoustic behaviour are
poorly understood. Measuring these impacts is critical for appropriate management, but
translation of research findings into effective management often lags far behind research
itself. The impacts of tourism on the endangered population of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops
truncatus) in Doubtful Sound, New Zealand, were first studied in 1999, demonstrating
behaviour disruption due to boat presence. A code of conduct was implemented in 2008 to
mitigate those impacts, establishing guidelines to leave dolphin encounters to chance and
restricting vessel traffic in areas of critical habitat. The present study assessed the current
impacts of tour boats and the observing research boat on the surface and vocal behaviour of
dolphins, and evaluated the effectiveness of management guidelines in reducing interactions.
An information-theoretic approach indicated that groups with mother-calf pairs were
especially sensitive, showing significantly less cohesion and coordination when tour boats
were audible, and were more vocal when boats were close and while moving away,
presumably to re-establish group structure. Furthermore, groups with calves increased their
whistle rates when tour boats were faster (i.e., louder) while groups without calves became
quieter. These results suggest that elevated noise impairs communication and higher
repetition rates are used to increase communication success. In a noisy environment, the need
for vocal contact when calves are present seems to outweigh the costs of whistling more
often. In addition, different whistle modifications were used in response to increased noise
levels from tour boats: groups without calves produced longer whistles shifted towards lower
frequencies, while groups with calves produced shorter and higher-frequency whistles.
Although whistle rates were unaffected by the research vessel, movement patterns and
whistle parameters were mildly affected, highlighting the importance of accounting for
observer effects in studies of tourism impacts. The extent of dolphin-boat interactions in
Doubtful Sound has decreased substantially since the previous study (1999 - 2002). This
decline appears to be in response to the management guidelines established in 2008, showing
that science-based management can mitigate potential long-term impacts of tourism.
Nevertheless, because the Doubtful Sound population is small and has a history of low calf
survival, and because groups with calves are particularly vulnerable to boats, it is crucial to
further

minimise

current

anthropogenic

impacts.

recommendations for improving current management.

The

present

study

provides
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Chapter 1
General Introduction

As nature tourism has grown around the world, the assessment of impacts of tour boats and
boat noise on wild cetaceans has received increased interest (Hoyt 2001; Corkeron 2004).
The focus of most studies has been on quantifying short-term changes in dolphin and whale
behaviour (Nowacek et al. 2001; Williams et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2008; Stamation et al.
2010), although some have also shed light on the disturbance of vocal behaviour by boats
and associated noise (Van Parijs & Corkeron 2001a; Buckstaff 2004; Lemon et al. 2006).
Most studies are conducted to provide support for better management of impacts, although
management recommendations are very rarely formalised into regulations (Higham et al.
2009). The population of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) in Doubtful/Thompson
Sound (Fiordland, New Zealand) has been shown to display behaviour disruption due to tour
boat presence (Lusseau 2003a, b, 2006). Lusseau’s studies led to the formulation of a
voluntary code of conduct in 2008 to mitigate the impacts of tour boats on dolphins. The
central aim of this study was to assess current effects of tour boats and of the research boat
on the behaviour and communication of this wild population of bottlenose dolphins.
1.1 Bottlenose dolphins
Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops spp, Family Delphinidae) are found world-wide in tropical
and temperate seas (Wells & Scott 1999). Characterised by a high ecological flexibility, they
have adapted to most marine habitats including offshore and coastal waters, where they
inhabit harbours, bays, estuaries and fiords (Williams et al. 1993; Wells & Scott 2008). Their
high geographical variation in morphology has led to a rather ambiguous taxonomy.
Originally thought to be a single species (Tursiops truncatus), phylogenetic analyses suggest
that many populations are genetically distinct (Wang et al. 1999; Natoli et al. 2004). At
present there are three recognised species: the ‘common’ bottlenose dolphin Tursiops
truncatus (Wang et al. 1999; 2000), indo-pacific bottlenose dolphin Tursiops aduncus
(Wang et al. 1999; 2000) and the recently discovered Burrunan dolphin Tursiops australis
(Charlton-Robb et al. 2011). Tursiops truncatus is the only species found in New Zealand
waters (Tezanos-Pinto et al. 2008), and is hereafter referred to as bottlenose dolphin.
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The species is common at a global scale, and is classified as ‘Least Concern’ by the IUCN
(IUCN 2012). Nevertheless, some populations are threatened by habitat degradation and
fisheries related mortality (Reeves et al. 2003; Wells & Scott 1999). In particular, several
resident populations have shown population declines over the last two decades (Wilson et al.
1999; Bejder et al. 2006; Currey et al. 2007; Augusto et al. 2012). Other anthropogenic
threats include disturbance from boating and shipping, noise, toxic effects of contaminants,
consequences of climate change, hunting and live capture (Wells & Scott 1999, Bearzi et al.
2008). Odontocetes are often top predators, and have been shown to have important
influences on the structure and function of marine communities (e.g., killer whales, Estes et
al. 1998). Bottlenose dolphins are likely to play a crucial role in trophic interactions and thus
regional population decline could lead to long-lasting perturbation of entire ecosystems
(Heithaus et al. 2008).
Bottlenose dolphins are extremely social animals, with high behavioural flexibility and
cognitive ability (Connor et al. 2000; Herman 2006). They show a diverse array of
sophisticated and specialised foraging behaviours that appear to be culturally transmitted
(Wells & Scott 1999, Krützen et al. 2005). For example, ‘strand feeding’, a technique that
involves nearly complete stranding on beach shores, is only learnt by the calves of the
‘strand feeders’ (Sargeant et al. 2005). Bottlenose dolphin sociality is often extended beyond
their own species. Oceanic populations are often associated with other cetacean species, such
as false killer whales (Pseudorca crassidens, Zaeschmar et al. 2012), pilot whales
(Globicephala melas, Kenney 1990) and spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis, Herzing &
Johnson 1997).
With no known olfactory sense and limited visibility in their environment, bottlenose
dolphins have evolved complex echolocation and communication systems, as well as very
sensitive hearing (Janik 2009). They are highly vocal animals and, like many delphinids,
produce three broad types of vocalisations: whistles, burst-pulsed sounds and clicks.
Whistles are frequency-modulated tonal sounds, with fundamental frequencies lying between
3.5 and 14.5 kHz and varying numbers of harmonics (Lilly & Miller 1961; Caldwell et al.
1990). Clicks are short, high-frequency (120-130 kHz), broadband sounds of high intensity
(Au et al. 1974). Burst-pulsed sounds consist of rapid click-trains (Janik 2009). A wide
variety of whistles and burst-pulse sounds are used in social communication (Tyack 2000;
Janik 2009). Apart from shared whistles, bottlenose dolphins also produce ‘signature
whistles’; individually distinctive calls used for identity recognition (Caldwell & Caldwell
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1965; Sayigh et al. 2007). Broadband clicks are most commonly used in echolocation (the
fundamental sense used in foraging) but also in orientation and navigation (Au et al. 1974;
Richardson et al. 1995). Clicks may play a role in communication, as they do in other
delphinids (e.g., Hector’s dolphin, Dawson 1991).
Bottlenose dolphins are long-lived animals with long reproductive life-spans and slow
breeding cycles. Females live up to 50 years or more, and males reach ages of 40-45 years
(Wells & Scott 1999). Females reach maturity between 7 and 13 years (Cockcroft & Ross
1990; Kasuya et al. 1997), thereafter giving birth to one calf every 2-6 years after a 12month gestation period (Mann et al. 2000; Whitehead & Mann 2000). Birth seasonality
varies from year-round calving to narrow spring/summer calving seasons (Urian et al. 1996;
Fernandez & Hohn 1998; Thayer et al. 2003).
1.2 Effects of tour boats and boat noise on cetaceans
Cetaceans are inherently difficult to study. Their characteristically long lives and slow
reproduction mean that changes in survival and reproductive rate are difficult to detect.
Further, their diving behaviour hides them from surface-based observers for much of the
time. It is not surprising, then, that most studies examining interactions between boats and
cetaceans have focussed on how the presence of boats affects surface behaviour. Responses
vary with species and location; however, most studies have shown some degree of behaviour
change in the presence of boats. Responses include increased diving times (Blane & Jaakson
1995; Nowacek et al. 2001; Stamation et al. 2010), increased group cohesion (Bejder et al.
1999; Nowacek et al. 2001; Tosi & Ferreira 2009), changes in direction of travel and/or
increased erratic behaviour (Lusseau 2006; Lemon et al. 2006; Richter et al. 2006; Stensland
& Berggren 2007; Schaffar et al. 2013), increased swimming speed (Blane & Jaakson 1995;
Williams et al. 2002), changes in respiration patterns (Lusseau 2003a; Richter et al. 2006;
Miller et al. 2008; Stamation et al. 2010), decreased surface feeding (Christiansen et al.
2013), and changes in rates of behaviour events or ‘surface active behaviours’ (Corkeron
1995; Lusseau 2006; Noren et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2009). A few instances of physical
injury and death from boat strike have also been reported (Wells & Scott, 1997; Lusseau
2002a).
The last decade has seen an increased focus on studying the effect of boats on cetacean
behaviour through behavioural states, group activity categories that typically include
travelling, resting, milling, socialising and diving (Shane 1990; Lusseau 2003b). This has
occurred partly in response to the development of new statistical modelling approaches to
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quantifying change (see Lusseau 2003b), used for assessing impacts on behavioural budgets.
Numerous studies on bottlenose dolphins have shown that interactions with boats result in
decreased resting, socialising and/or foraging (e.g. Lusseau 2003b; Constantine et al. 2004;
Miller et al. 2008; Christiansen et al. 2010; Visser et al. 2011), and increased travelling
and/or milling (Stensland & Berggren 2007; Miller et al. 2008; Arcangeli & Crosti, 2009;
Peters et al. 2012). Similar results have been shown for dusky dolphins (Lagenorhynchus
obscurus, Dans et al. 2008; Lundquist et al. 2012), common dolphins (Delphinus sp.,
Stockin et al. 2008), Hector’s dolphins (Cephalorhynchus hectori hectori, Martinez et al.
2011) and killer whales (Orcinus orca, Williams et al. 2006; Lusseau et al. 2009), suggesting
that these responses are typical of dolphins in general. Behaviour changes are generally
interpreted in terms of predicted or estimated energetic costs and stress for the animals. For
example, a reduction in time spent foraging or resting can be interpreted as increasing
energetic costs (Williams et al. 2006; Christiansen et al. 2010).
Surprisingly, there are few data on the effects of boats and boat noise on acoustic behaviour
of marine mammals. Understanding how boat presence and their noise affects dolphins’
acoustic abilities (both communication and echolocation) is of vital importance, as dolphins
depend on acoustics to maintain mother-calf cohesion and group coordination, as well for
navigating, foraging and detecting predators (Wells & Scott 1999; Tyack & Clark 2000;
Janik 2009). Acoustics provide an invaluable tool to interpret social behaviour of dolphins
and their reactions to immediate anthropogenic impacts, thanks to the highly vocal nature of
dolphins and the fact that acoustics provide information on what occurs under the surface.
Bottlenose dolphins have been shown to increase their whistle rate at the onset of a boat’s
approach (Buckstaff 2004) and in the presence of swim-with-dolphin boats (Scarpaci et al.
2000). Humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis) tend to increase their whistle rate immediately
after the passage of a boat (Van Parijs & Corkeron 2001a). This may reflect a need to reestablish vocal contact and group cohesion, and suggests that boats and/or their noise may
interfere with the animals’ social behaviour.
The long-term effects of boats on cetacean populations are poorly known, and determining
whether noise and short-term behaviour changes have biological consequences is extremely
difficult (Wright 2006). A few studies have linked increased boat traffic to avoidance of the
area (e.g., humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae): Salden 1988), abandonment of
breeding areas (grey whales (Eschrichtius robustus): Reeves 1977; Bryant et al. 1984),
changes in residency patterns (bottlenose dolphins: Lusseau 2005) and decline in relative
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abundance (bottlenose dolphins, Bejder et al. 2006). Foote et al. (2004) demonstrated long
term changes in killer whale acoustic behaviour, showing a correlation between an increase
in boat traffic and increased call duration.
Not surprisingly, the density of boats and the distance between boats and the dolphins or
whales appear to affect their reaction, with greater responses when boats are more numerous
(Constantine et al. 2004; Stensland & Berggren 2007; Timmel et al. 2008) and/or closer to
the pod (Noren et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2009). Responses vary by age and sex, with males
and females showing different reactions (e.g., Williams et al. 2002; Lusseau 2003a) and pods
with calves reacting more strongly than pods without (e.g., Van Parijs & Corkeron 2001a;
Hastie et al. 2003; Stamation et al. 2010; Lundquist et al. 2008).
Most research on the effects of tour boats on cetaceans is carried out from an observing
vessel, yet studies of research boat disturbance are very rare (e.g., Lusseau 2003a; 2006).
Quantifying this impact is essential to account for confounding observer effects and
minimise bias. For example, Richter et al.’s (2006) study of impacts of tourism on sperm
whales (Physeter macrocephalus) made behavioural observations from a research boat and
from land, finding that presence of the research boat caused small changes in the whales’
mean blow intervals. The inclusion of this factor allowed for a more robust analysis.
For the purposes of this thesis, the term “impact” is defined as any anthropogenic activity
(i.e., boats) that changes the behaviour of one or more individuals. In this sense, an impact is
not assumed to have detrimental biological or long-term consequences for the dolphin
population, but is rather used to describe a human-induced deviation from natural dolphin
behaviour (including surface and acoustic behaviour).
1.3 Fiordland bottlenose dolphins
There are four main coastal areas inhabited by bottlenose dolphins in New Zealand: the
north-east of the North Island (Constantine et al. 2004), around the Marlborough Sounds in
the north of the South Island (Merriman et al. 2009), Fiordland (Williams et al. 1993;
Lusseau 2005; Currey et al. 2008b) and Stewart Island/Southland (Brough, in prep.).
Fiordland, in the south-west of the South Island of New Zealand, encompasses 14 fiords. All
fiords exceed 100 m in average depth, with a maximum charted depth of 434 m in Doubtful
Sound (Stanton & Pickard 1981). The high annual rainfall in Fiordland (6000-8000 mm per
year) produces a low salinity layer (LSL) on the surface of the fiords (Gibbs et al. 2000).
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The dolphins of Fiordland are among the world’s southern-most resident bottlenose dolphins
(Bräger & Schneider 1998). They have been seen off all of Fiordland’s coast (Fig. 1.1), and
seen year-round in or nearby Milford Sound, in Doubtful/Thompson Sound (referred to as
Doubtful Sound) and in Dusky/Breaksea Sound (referred to as Dusky Sound) (Lusseau &
Slooten 2002). The Fiordland populations are genetically isolated from other coastal
populations in New Zealand (Tezanos-Pinto et al. 2009). Fiordland bottlenose dolphins were
recently classified as ‘critically endangered’ (IUCN 2012) due to the low numbers of mature
individuals and the predicted rate of population decline (Currey et al. 2009; 2011). This
project focuses on the population of Doubtful Sound.

Figure 1.1. Location of Doubtful Sound (in dashed box) and distribution of bottlenose dolphins in
Fiordland (dark grey).
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1.4 The bottlenose dolphin population of Doubtful Sound
Doubtful Sound (45°20’S, 167°00’E) is home to the most accessible bottlenose dolphin
population in Fiordland, which has been the focus of a long-term monitoring programme by
Otago University’s Marine Mammal Research Group since 1990 (Williams et al. 1993). The
population is small, with 60 individuals present as of 2012 (95% CI = 59.5 – 60.5). Aside
from occasional extra-fiord excursions (Henderson et al. 2013), the dolphins are resident
within the fiord year-round and appear to form a closed population (Currey & Rowe 2008).
To date, studies have focused on abundance and population dynamics (Williams et al. 1993;
Currey et al. 2007; 2008a; 2010), morphology (Chong & Schneider 2001; Rowe & Dawson
2008), sex determination from dorsal fin photographs (Rowe & Dawson 2009),
demographics (Haase & Schneider 2001), acoustic repertoire (Boisseau 2005), diet (Lusseau
& Wing 2006), social structure (Schneider 1999; Lusseau et al. 2003; Lusseau 2007a),
tourism impacts (Lusseau 2003a, b; 2006; Lusseau et al. 2006), and habitat use (Elliot et al.
2011; Henderson 2012).
Dolphins in Doubtful Sound are found in large mixed-sex groups and show strong longlasting associations within and between sexes (Lusseau et al. 2003). The community
structure is relatively stable, as opposed to the fission-fusion societies found in most
bottlenose dolphin populations (Connor et al. 2000), characterised by fluid and dynamic
interactions.
The main human threats to the population have been identified as habitat degradation due to
anthropogenic freshwater input (e.g. Currey et al. 2009), and boat-based tourism (Lusseau et
al. 2006). The LSL in Doubtful Sound is normally about 1-4 m thick (Gibbs et al. 2000), and
is considerably thicker than in the rest of the fiords due to an increased freshwater input from
the Manapouri hydroelectric power station (Gibbs 2001). Increased freshwater input has
caused significant ecological change within the fiord, including alterations in the benthic
communities of the inner fiords and a severe loss of species diversity in the sub-tidal
invertebrate communities (Rutger & Wing 2006). In addition, newborn calves may be
thermally compromised in winter and spring, when the tailrace water is colder than the
underlying water (Currey et al. 2008a). Historical fishing appears to have resulted in
significant declines in fish abundance within Fiordland’s marine environment (Beentjes &
Carbines 2005).
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1.5 Tourism impacts on the bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound
The tourism industry in Doubtful Sound has grown in the last two decades from one tour
boat operating in the fiord in 1990 to eight tour boats as of 2012 (of which five have marine
mammal viewing permits) and two kayak companies. Tour boat operations include half-day
and overnight scenic cruises, as well as overnight trips fishing and hunting. The kayak
companies offer day and multi-day trips. Occasionally private boats visit the fiord, and there
are several commercial fishing boats which use Doubtful Sound to access fishing grounds
along the Fiordland coast. Tour boats focus on the scenic and natural resources of the fiord,
including wildlife viewing (principally of bottlenose dolphins, seals, penguins and seabirds).
There are no tour vessels that specifically target the dolphins; however dolphins are a key
natural resource for the tourism industry (Lusseau 2002b).
In response to concerns regarding the sustainability of dolphin-boat interactions, the
Department of Conservation commissioned a study of the effects of tourism on the
bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound. This study took place between 1999 and 2002
(Lusseau 2003a, b; 2006). Research showed a detrimental effect of boat presence on dolphin
behaviour, and suggestions were made for appropriate management (Lusseau & Higham
2004). Tour boats were shown to reduce the time dolphins spent socialising and resting,
while increasing the time spent travelling (Lusseau 2003b). Dive intervals tended to increase
in the presence of boats, with males and females adopting different avoidance strategies of
boats: males started to avoid boats as soon as they were present, whereas females switched to
vertical avoidance only when interactions became intrusive (Lusseau 2003a). Lusseau argued
that the cost of vertically avoiding boats was biologically significant for females, which were
more constrained by burdens of reproduction and lactation. Lusseau et al. (2006) argued that
such effects could ultimately lead to population declines. Previous studies on the acoustic
repertoire of the bottlenose dolphins in Fiordland detected an increase in call rates in the
presence of boats (Dawson et al. 2005). However, no detailed research has been carried out
on the effects of boats and boat noise on dolphin acoustic behaviour.
In response to the observed impacts, the Department of Conservation (DOC) established a
voluntary code of management in 2008 (DOC: Marine Mammal Code of Management,
Doubtful Sound 2008), which the commercial tour boat operators agreed to. The code of
management includes two major strategies: the establishment of dolphin protection zones
(DPZ) within the fiord, and stipulations to guide boat interactions with dolphins. The DPZs
(Fig. 1.2) are a reserve network placed in areas intensively used by the dolphins and
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considered to be critical habitat, based on recommendations made by Lusseau and Higham
(2004). The DPZs extend 200 m from the fiord walls, and boats may not enter a DPZ if
dolphins are present. The guidelines on how boats can behave around dolphins include all
requirements of the Marine Mammals Protection Regulations (1992), as well as additional
requirements to leave interactions with dolphins up to chance, i.e., vessels cannot deviate
from their intended route to encounter dolphins, nor communicate the whereabouts of
dolphin groups to other boats. This means that dolphin-boat interactions may occur only if
the dolphins were on the vessel’s intended path, or the dolphins approach the vessel. The
code of management remains voluntary at present, and its effectiveness and long-term
benefits are yet to be determined.

Figure 1.2. Location of the Dolphin Protection Zones (DPZ) in Doubtful Sound, New Zealand.
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1.6 Thesis objectives
In light of the results from previous studies in Doubtful Sound it is important to reassess the
effects of vessels on the dolphins, and to evaluate the effectiveness of management measures
established to mitigate tourism impact. Since the effects of vessels on dolphin acoustic
behaviour have not been comprehensively studied in Doubtful Sound, an in-depth
assessment of such effects should be carried out to provide further information. Such a study
is relatively intensive, so it is appropriate to document how research boat presence affects the
dolphins’ behaviour.
The principal objectives in this study are to:
i.

Assess the current effects of tour boats and the research boat on the surface
behaviour of the bottlenose dolphin population of Doubtful Sound. Variables to
be studied include changes in group speed, heading, group dispersion and
coordinated orientation, as well as behaviour states. The aim is to investigate the
effects of boat presence (within 200 m of the dolphins) in a ‘before-during-after’
scenario, and the effect of the research vessel (RV) via a standardised ‘staged
approach’, in which the RV records dolphins’ behaviour at a set of standardised
distances.

ii.

Study the effects of tour boats and the research boat on the acoustic behaviour
of the bottlenose dolphin population of Doubtful Sound. Recordings of dolphin
vocal behaviour, made via a custom-built towed stereo hydrophone array, enable
measurement of whistle rates and whistle parameters to investigate the effects of
boats and RV on communication.

iii.

Evaluate the effectiveness of management measures dealing with dolphin-boat
interactions in Doubtful Sound. The new Code of Management (COM) regulations
aimed to reduce disturbance of the dolphins by reducing the length and number of
dolphin-boat interactions. This study aims to assess the success of this approach by
comparing the current extent of dolphin-tour boat interactions to that of 10 years ago.
Since the general behaviour of tour operators appears to be in compliance with the
voluntary code of practice, this study does not aim to investigate in detail whether
tour boats breach the code of management. Rather, the study aims to examine
whether the behaviour of dolphins is less disturbed due to the COM and DPZs, and
whether the number and/or duration of interactions have decreased due to the new
management procedures.
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Quantifying the current effects of tour boats on the surface and vocal behaviour of the
bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound will help understand how management can alleviate
anthropogenic impacts on wild populations of cetaceans. Ultimately, this should aid the longterm wellbeing of the population of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound.
The findings obtained in the present study will be provided to the New Zealand Department
of Conservation, which commissioned a study of the current effects of tourism on bottlenose
dolphins in Doubtful Sound, in order to aid management decisions for the protection of the
dolphin population.
1.7 Thesis structure
Each chapter in this thesis is written as an independent manuscript, resulting in some
repetition among chapters, particularly in the methodology. I have attempted to reduce this
by providing a general introduction in Chapter 1 and by combining all the references at the
end of the thesis. Chapter 2 describes the effects of tour boats and the RV on the surface
behaviour of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound, while chapter 3 is concerned with the
effects on acoustic behaviour. Chapter 4 addresses the effectiveness of the new Code of
Management and brings together the conclusions from chapters 2, 3 and 4 to provide
recommendations for the management of tourism in Doubtful Sound. A general discussion is
presented in Chapter 5, in which I summarise the results from this study, discuss the
implications for the population, consider some study limitations, and provide research
recommendations for the study of tourism impacts on cetaceans.
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Chapter 2
Effects of tour boats and the research boat on the movement
patterns of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound

2.1. ABSTRACT
Measuring the impacts of tourism on coastal marine mammals is important for the sound
management, and ultimately conservation, of these species. This study showed that tour
boats, and the research vessel, affected movement patterns of bottlenose dolphins in
Doubtful Sound, and that groups with calves were particularly sensitive to boat disturbance.
While the group cohesion of groups without calves was unaffected, groups with calves
reacted to tour boat noise by becoming considerably more spread out, presumably due to
mother-calf pairs moving away from the tour boat and increasing their distance from the rest
of the group. That this was a reaction to the noise is evident from the fact that the reaction
occurred long before the tour boats arrived in close physical proximity to the group. The
coordination in within-group orientation of groups with calves was also strongly diminished
during and after a tour boat was in close proximity of the dolphins. A staged approach, using
observations made at specific, different distances to the dolphins, was used to assess the
responses to the observing research vessel (RV). The RV also affected movement patterns of
dolphins, with groups with and without calves reacting in different ways. Groups without
calves increased their coordination and cohesion when the RV was at its closest distance of
approach, and this remained high during the retreating stages of the encounter. Groups with
calves decreased their coordination and cohesion during those stages. This study shows that
the presence of dependent calves is a crucial factor in the behavioural response of dolphins to
vessels, and that it should not be assumed that research boats have no effect on dolphin
behaviour. The findings obtained in this study further our knowledge on the anthropogenic
impacts on the bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound, providing a science-based framework
to aid in the sustainable management of this endangered population.
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2.2. INTRODUCTION
Nature-based tourism has grown dramatically in the last two decades. It was initially
regarded as a sustainable way for humans to interact with wildlife, and was argued to have a
positive effect on local economy while minimising the negative effects of tourism (Goodwin
1996) and raising environmental awareness (Kimmel 1999). The potential for disturbance,
however, became increasingly evident, and a wide range of detrimental effects has been
demonstrated in various animal taxa (e.g., penguins, Seddon & Ellenberg 2007; pinnipeds,
Newsome & Rodger 2007; dolphins, Lusseau 2003b). As part of an increase in demand for
encounters with marine mammals in the wild, coastal populations of cetaceans have been
increasingly targeted by nature tourism ventures. Measuring the resulting impacts is critical
to appropriate management and conservation of these species.
Cetaceans are inherently difficult to study because their diving behaviour hides them from
visual observers for much of the time. Not surprisingly, most studies examining the effects of
boat presence on whales and dolphins have quantified changes in surface behaviour.
Although responses vary with species and location, some degree of behaviour disturbance is
usually evident. Responses include signs of vertical avoidance (e.g., Lusseau 2003a), longer
diving times (Blane & Jaakson 1995; Nowacek et al. 2001), changes in group cohesion
(Bejder et al. 1999; Nowacek et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2008), erratic behaviour (Lusseau
2006; Lemon et al. 2006; Richter et al. 2006; Stensland & Berggren 2007), increased
swimming speed (Blane & Jaakson 1995; Williams et al. 2002) and changes in rates of
‘surface active behaviours’ (Lusseau 2006; Noren et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2009). Effects
on vocalisation behaviour are also evident, and are addressed in chapter 3.
Many studies have investigated the effect of boats on cetacean behaviour via changes in
behavioural states (i.e., group activity), showing a trend across different species in which
interactions with boats result in decreased resting, socialising and/or foraging, and increased
travelling and/or milling (e.g., Lusseau 2003b; Constantine et al. 2004; Williams et al. 2006;
Dans et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2008; Stockin et al. 2008; Christiansen et al. 2010; Martinez et
al. 2010; Visser et al. 2011; Lundquist et al. 2012). Changes in behaviour states provide a
basis to assess the effect of tourism on behavioural budgets, which can in turn be interpreted
in terms of energetic costs for the animals (Williams et al. 2006; Christiansen et al. 2010).
Although the majority of studies on the effects of tour boats on cetacean behaviour are
carried out from an observing vessel, very few studies have addressed quantitatively the
effects of the research boat itself. An exception, Lusseau (2003a), quantified the effect of the
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RV being at different distances on the dive intervals of the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus) population of Doubtful Sound (New Zealand). While this particular study found
that the RV had no significant effect, quantifying and controlling for this effect is crucial, not
just to be able to factor out the effect of the research vessel, but also because research on
dolphin behaviour usually requires a high number of observation hours and thus carries the
potential for impact.
The primary aim of this study was to assess the short-term impacts of tour boats on the
surface behaviour of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound, providing a framework for
management recommendations. Previous studies on the impacts of tourism on this
population showed that boats reduced the time dolphins spent socialising and resting, while
increasing the time spent travelling (Lusseau 2003b). In addition, dive intervals tended to
increase in the presence of boats, with males and females adopting different avoidance
strategies (Lusseau 2003a). Males started to avoid boats as soon as they were present,
whereas females switched to vertical avoidance only when interactions became intrusive,
suggesting that females were more constrained by burdens of reproduction and lactation
(Lusseau 2003a).
This study also aimed to quantify and control for the effect of the research vessel (hereafter,
RV) on the surface behaviour of dolphins by applying a ‘staged approach’ in which dolphin
behaviour was recorded from particular distances as the encountered progressed. This
procedure enabled studying the dolphin group’s reactions to the RV, and is broadly similar to
that employed by Lusseau (2003a). Study designs employing a regressive technique are
commonly employed when a true control (e.g., no boat) is not possible (Morrison et al. 2001;
Lusseau 2003a).
Measurements of surface behaviour were designed to capture the movement patterns of
dolphin groups; specifically swimming speed, changes in direction of travel, group density,
and group coordination. Changes in these variables can be useful indicators of underlying
impact, as shown in several studies assessing the effects of boat presence on odontocetes (as
above). In particular, this study aimed to answer the following questions: (1), in what manner
does tour boat presence affect movement patterns; (2), how does the RV affect the surface
behaviour of dolphins, and how are these effects different from those caused by tour boats;
and (3), are groups with calves more sensitive to vessel impacts?
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2.3. METHODS
2.3.1. Field techniques and data collection
This study is based on the resident population of bottlenose dolphins found in Doubtful
Sound (45°20’S, 167°00’E), one of the 14 fiords in Fiordland, New Zealand. Fiordland is the
largest national park in the country, and is a World Heritage Area that attracts more than
500,000 visitors per year (DOC, 2006). In Doubtful Sound, boat-based scenic cruises
comprise the main attraction for tourism, which is highest in spring and summer. Although
none of the boats are specifically dolphin-watching ventures, dolphins are a key part of the
attraction, featuring in the brochures of most of the tour companies. A voluntary Code of
Management was implemented by New Zealand’s Department of Conservation in 2008 to
mitigate impacts of boats on dolphins, establishing guidelines to leave dolphin encounters to
chance and restricting vessel traffic in areas of critical habitat.
Ideally, observations of dolphin behaviour would be made from land in order to contrast
behaviour in the presence and absence of boats. While observations from high points on land
have been highly successful elsewhere in New Zealand (e.g., Bejder et al. 1999; Richter et
al. 2006), this approach is not practical in Doubtful Sound, due to very steep topography and
difficult land access. Behavioural data were collected from a 5m aluminium-hulled research
vessel (RV Nemo, hereafter RV) powered by a 4-stroke Yamaha 70hp outboard engine. To
minimise dolphin reactions to the RV, the vessel was driven according to the code of practice
developed by Schneider (1999), following the dolphins from behind and to the side and
matching the speed of the vessel to the speed of the dolphins.
Daily systematic surveys were conducted from December 2011 to November 2012,
following a pre-determined route (Schneider 1999) that encompassed the entire Doubtful
Sound complex. On finding dolphins, the RV commenced a standardised 2-h long ‘staged
approach’ (SA), observing the dolphins for set periods of time and from particular distances
as the encounter progressed (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1. Phases of the staged approach carried out by the RV to observe bottlenose dolphins.
Stage (abbreviation)

Time
(minutes)

Distance from
dolphins (m)

200m, ‘approach’ (200A)
100m, ‘approach’ (100A)
20m, ‘close range’ (20C)
100m, ‘retreat’ (100R)
200m, ‘retreat’ (200R)

0 – 20
20 – 40
40 – 80
80 – 100
100 – 120

c. 200
c. 100
c. < 20
c. 100
c. 200

Stages were divided into 5-min ‘scans’ to collect behaviour data and group information. Data
were recorded via a palmtop computer (HP 200LX) running a programme specifically
written for this study. At the start of each sample (a 5-min scan), four variables describing
the movement patterns of the observed group of dolphins were recorded:
-

Group speed; estimated via comparison to RV speed, in knots

-

Direction of travel; estimated via hand-held compass, in degrees 0-359o

-

Group spread area; calculated from the distance between the two furthest apart
dolphins in the group (a) and the distance perpendicular to this across the group
centre (b) to obtain the elliptical area (in m2) as Π·(a/2)·(b/2). Distance estimation was
aided by a laser-range finder (Bushnell Yardage Pro ‘Compact 600’)

-

Coordination, or consistency of orientation among individuals of the group; recorded
via visual estimates of the fraction of the group (1= 0-25%, 2 = 26-50%, 3 = 51-75%,
4 = 76-100%) moving in the same direction (less than 90° difference)

A group was defined as an aggregation of dolphins scattered over less than 1km 2 and headed
in the same general direction (Schneider et al. 1998). This definition is better suited for this
population than the widely used ‘100m radius rule’ (e.g., Lemon et al. 2006) – by which a
group is defined as an association of individuals within 100m of each other and moving in
the same general direction (Shane et al. 1986). This is because distances between individuals
change often, with some gaps of more than 100m observed between individuals for short
periods of time. SAs were terminated at the end of the protocol or when weather conditions
deteriorated (Beaufort >2).
Vessels other than our RV were identified as private, tourism or kayaks. To maximise
sample size for analysis, private and tourism vessels were treated as ‘tour boats’. Situations
in which a tour boat was within 200m of the dolphins – determined by a laser range-finder –
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were deemed as ‘dolphin-boat interactions’ (hereafter, interactions). This distance matched
the maximum distance used in the RV’s staged approach. If a tour boat was within 200m of a
group of dolphins, the following information was recorded:
-

Time of arrival and departure of the tour boat within 200m of the dolphins

-

Minimum distance from the tour boat to any dolphin in the group at closest approach;
visually estimated, with laser range-finder assistance, in metres

-

Tour boat speed; estimated via comparison to RV speed, in knots

Depending on the presence of tour boats, the 5-min samples were classified into four
different scenarios: ‘Control’ (RV only), ‘Interaction’ (one or more tour boats within 200m
of dolphins), ‘Before’ (10 minutes before the arrival of a tour boat) and ‘After’ (10 minutes
after its departure). Note that all scans spanned 5 minutes except the ‘Interaction’ and one of
the ‘Before’ scans, which were dependent on the times of arrival and/or departure of tour
boats.
Information on group composition and behaviour activity was collected in each 5-minute
sample. Group composition was described as presence or absence of calves, which was
determined by observations of body size and later confirmation with photo-identification.
Calves (<1 year old) were defined as dolphins that were half or less the length of an adult,
with visible foetal fold marks, and swimming in close association with a female. All
individuals within the encountered group were photographed and subsequently identified to
obtain group size. Behaviour state was defined as the predominant activity, carried out by
>50% of the group (Lusseau 2003b, Williams et al. 2006; Lundquist et al. 2012). This was
determined by scan sampling (Altmann 1974) and identified as one of six states: travelling,
milling, resting, diving, socialising, or actively interacting with boats (Table 2.2).
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Table 2.2. Definitions of behavioural states of bottlenose dolphin groups, adapted from Lusseau
(2003b).
Behaviour
states (code)
Diving (DIV)
Milling (MIL)
Resting (REST)
Socialising
(SOC)
Travelling (TRA)
Interacting with
boat (INTR)

Definition
Direction of movement varies; individuals dive synchronously for long intervals and
perform steep dives (arching their backs at the surface); group spacing varies
Little or no net movement; low coordination in orientation (individuals surfacing
facing different directions); short dive intervals; individuals relatively loosely grouped
Group moves slowly in a constant direction (≤ 2 knots), swimming with short,
relatively constant, synchronous dive intervals; individuals tightly grouped
Diverse interactive behavioural events observed, such as sexual, inter-individual
interactions and aerial behaviours; dive intervals vary; group spacing varies
Group moves steadily in a constant direction (> 2 knots), swimming with short,
relatively constant dive intervals; group spacing varies
Group closely approaches boat; dolphin-boat interactive behavioural events
observed, such as bow-riding and stern wake-riding

The effects of the RV on the dolphins’ group behaviour were investigated by comparing the
different phases of the SA: RV at 200m approach, 100m-approach, 20m close-range, 100mretreat and 200m-retreat. The SA procedure enabled studying the dolphin group’s reactions
to the RV, as well as recovery. The SA protocol followed by the RV was maintained while
the dolphin group interacted with tour boats.
To maximise power to detect effects on the dolphins’ responses, we aimed to keep the
sample sizes of observations similar among tour boat scenarios. While all practical steps
were taken to facilitate this (such as timing our presence to match expected arrival times of
tour boats), the sample size for dolphin-boat interactions data was much lower than for the
control.
2.3.3. Analysis of behaviour and movement patterns
The following response variables were obtained by compiling the behaviour data: group
speed, changes in direction of travel (or ‘heading change’), group coordination, group
density, and group behaviour state. Changes in direction of travel were calculated as the
absolute difference between the heading of the group at the start of two consecutive scans.
Group density (number of dolphins per 100m2) was estimated by dividing the number of
dolphins in the group by the elliptical spread area ([group size/spread area]*100), and could
be interpreted as group cohesion, or a measure of proximity among dolphins. Correlation
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between the four response variables was investigated, and each response was analysed
independently to assess how it was affected by vessels.
The impact of vessels on behaviour activity of dolphins is commonly analysed through
behaviour budgets and/or Markov Chain models (e.g., Lusseau 2003b), which investigate the
probabilities of passing from one behaviour state to another in ‘impact’ and ‘control’
scenarios. In this study, behaviour states were not analysed due to paucity of data (see
results, section 2.4.2).
2.3.4. Statistical analysis
The effects of tour boats and the RV on the movement patterns of dolphin groups were
determined using an information-theoretic approach (Burnham & Anderson 2002; Anderson
2008). This approach allows for the simultaneous consideration of multiple hypotheses, each
of which can include several predictors. This is particularly useful in studies of behavioural
ecology, because behaviour is often complex and influenced by several known and unknown
variables (Johnson & Omland 2004; Burnham et al. 2011; Garamszegi 2011). This method is
naturally suited to impact studies (e.g. Lusseau 2003a; Richter et al. 2006; Currey et al.
2009), and is often more informative than standard null-hypothesis significance testing
(Anderson et al. 2000; Gerrodette 2011).
Data on group speed, heading change, group density and coordination were modelled to take
into account the tour boat scenario, stage of the RV, group composition and behaviour state.
The main purpose of including behaviour state was to account for a presumably important
source of variability, since it was evident that different behavioural activities would result in
different group structures and movements. To account for the effect of specific groups that
were encountered (and acoustically recorded), a ‘group’ effect was included in the models as
a random factor. A set of competing hypotheses (or models) were created and fit to the data,
then ranked based on the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AICc) (Akaike 1973; Burnham et
al. 2011). AICc scores are a version of AIC created to deal with small sample sizes and
which is advised to use as a default (Symonds & Moussali 2011). AIC scores combine fit to
the data and model complexity, so that if two models have similar fit, the simpler model (the
one with fewer parameters) will be favoured. This is reflected in the calculation of AICc
scores:
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where L is the maximum likelihood estimate and k is the number of parameters (including
the intercept). Different parameters can be calculated to quantify which models have more
empirical support, such as model likelihoods, Akaike weights (or model probabilities) and
evidence ratios (Burnham & Anderson 2002; Symonds & Moussalli 2011). Model
likelihoods (L) provide a powerful metric in assessing the strength of evidence for any two
competing hypotheses. Akaike weights (w) represent the probability of each model being the
best in the set, as they are calculated simply by dividing a model’s likelihood by the sum of
likelihoods of all models in the set. Finally, evidence ratios (ER; calculated as the ratio of
two model likelihoods), quantify the relative empirical support for any two models in the set.
The process of model selection provides evidence as to which factors are better predictors of
the response variable (i.e., which factors have stronger effects).
In order to investigate how each predictor affects the response variable, we must go beyond
model-selection. Model-averaged coefficients were calculated to quantify the effect of each
factor (i.e., each level of an explanatory variable) on the response (Burnham & Anderson
2002; Nagakawa & Freckleton 2011; Symonds & Moussali 2011). Model-averaging
produces parameter and error estimates based on the most likely models, whereby each
model contributes to a weighted mean in direct proportion to its model probability (Burnham
et al. 2011). This is particularly useful when no single model is obviously best (i.e., no model
has a weight >90%). The models selected for model-averaging included those with ∆AIC<7
(Burnham et al. 2011). Estimates of the standard error (SE) are based on unconditional
variance, which incorporate the sampling variance within each model as well as model
selection uncertainty (Burnham & Anderson 2002). The effect expressed by the modelaveraged coefficient was considered to be significant if the confidence interval did not bound
0 (at a confidence level of 95%, i.e., α = 0.05). Approximate 95% confidence intervals (CI)
were calculated as 1.96*SE.
Since the explanatory variables used in this study were categorical (i.e., each predictor has
more than one level), the estimated effects are relative to a ‘reference’ level within each
predictor variable. Thus, model-averaged coefficients estimate the effect of each factor on
the response, (in relation to the reference category) providing a useful statistical tool to
interpret data. Categories selected as reference included the control tour boat scenario (i.e.,
no tour boats), the ‘200A’ RV stage, ‘travelling’ behaviour state, and absence of calves. The
behaviour state of travelling was selected because it was the most commonly observed
behaviour (71% of samples).
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Data on group speed of travel, changes in direction of travel and group density were
continuous variables that approximated a normal distribution after log-transformation (yt = ln
(y + 1)). The most complex model in each set was tested for model assumptions. Logtransformed data satisfied the assumption of normality of residuals (tested with Normal Q-Q
plots) but not of homoscedasticity (homogenous variance, tested with plots of residuals vs.
fitted values), therefore we chose to use generalized linear models (GLM). Within the GLM
framework, mixed models were chosen to take into account random effects derived from
repeated measures of each group of dolphins, and therefore account for autocorrelation.
Generalized linear mixed models (GLMM, Bolker et al. 2008) were used for further analysis
via multiple linear regression. Group coordination was an ordinal variable – with four
categories of increasing proportion of the group facing the same direction – and was
therefore analysed with ordinal regression analysis by using cumulative link mixed models
(CLMM).
Models were fitted through Maximum Likelihood estimation. All statistical analyses were
done in the software programme R (v 2.15.1, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing).
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2.4. RESULTS
2.4.1. Research effort
Overall, 492 hours (79 days) were spent on the water, of which 174 hours were in the
presence of dolphins. A total of 60 staged approaches (SA) were achieved, recording a total
of 123.2 hours of data on behaviour and movement patterns. During the SAs, a total of 35
dolphin-boat interactions (IA) were monitored (in which tour boats were within 200m of the
dolphins). Three of the monitored interactions were with kayaks. Since these sample sizes
were too small for separate analysis, data on dolphin-kayak interactions (n = 11 samples)
were excluded from further analyses. To maximise sample size for analysis, private and
tourism vessels were treated as ‘tour boats’ and lumped in analyses of effects of boat
presence on surface behaviour. Dolphin-boat interactions ranged from 30s to 16.2min and
averaged 4.4min (CV = 0.65), with 80% of the interactions lasting less than 6mins. There
were no occurrences of having more than one tour boat within 200m of the dolphins. Survey
effort was higher during the summer months (with higher tourism) in order to maximise the
chances of studying dolphin-boat interactions (Table 2.3).
Table 2.3. Summary of research effort, staged approaches (SAs) and dolphin-boat interactions (IAs).
Season
Summer 2011/12
Autumn 2012
Winter 2012
Spring 2012
Total

Effort
(days)
37
15
14
13
79

Effort
(h)
229.7
90.9
92.7
79.1
492.3

# group
sightings
54
25
26
29
124

Time with
dolphins
90.2
36.6
25.7
21.5
174.0

# SAs

SAs (h)

31
11
8
10
60

67.8
23.0
15.1
17.3
123.2

# of
IAs
25
3
4
3
35

Total IAs
time (h)
1.85
0.17
0.30
0.22
2.57

2.4.2. Analysis of behaviour states
Due to the low number and typically short duration of tour boat/dolphin interactions (n = 35,
average duration = 4.4min), there were far fewer ‘interaction’ samples than ‘control’ ones
(39 and 1117, respectively). While data on movement patterns were analysed nonetheless, I
did not attempt an analysis of behaviour states through behavioural budgets. This was
because the studied population was almost always ‘travelling’ (the behaviour state
‘travelling’ accounted for 73% of the total samples), and thus there were only from 1 to 4
samples in other behaviour states during the interaction scenario. For the same reasons, I did
not attempt to investigate behavioural transitions via the commonly used analysis of Markov
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Chain models (e.g., Lusseau 2003b). Other studies using this approach have between 300 and
6,000 behavioural transitions in the ‘interaction’ chain (Dans et al. 2008; Stockin et al. 2008;
Christiansen et al. 2010; Lundquist et al. 2012).
2.4.3. Correlation between movement patterns
Potential correlation among the four response variables quantifying movement patterns was
explored via linear regression. There was low correlation between speed and heading change
(r2 = 0.04), and no correlation between group density and heading change (r2 = 0) or speed (r2
= 0). Group coordination, however, had a positive correlation with speed (r2 = 0.16) and
group density (r2 = 0.09); and a negative correlation with heading change (r2 = 0.11). Since
none of these correlation coefficients were particularly high, the four response variables were
analysed independently for ease of interpretation.
2.4.4. Effect of tour boats and RV on the movement patterns of dolphins
A total of 1262 samples (each for a 5-min scan) were collected during the staged approaches,
of which 1251 were used for data analysis. Although the sample size on movement patterns
for ‘RV only’ scenarios was large (n = 1117), sample sizes for before (n = 44), during (n =
34) and after dolphin-tour boat interactions (n = 56) were small. Data on the different stages
of the RV’s staged approach were more balanced (200A, n = 200; 100A, n = 212; 20C, n =
365; 100R, n = 176; 200R, n = 164). This meant that the statistical power to detect potential
effects of the RV was much greater than for tour boats. Models were fitted to logtransformed data on group speed, heading change, group density and group coordination.
The predictor variables considered in model-selection analysis of movement patterns
included: stage of the RV (200m approach, 100m approach, 20m close-distance, 100m
retreat, 200m retreat), tour boat scenario (RV only, before tour boat-dolphins interaction,
during interaction, after interaction), behaviour state (travelling, diving, milling, socialising,
resting or actively interacting with tour boats), and presence or absence of calves.
Additionally, three 2-way interaction terms were included for (1) RV x tour boat, (2) RV x
calves, and (3) tour boat x calves. Inclusion of additional parameters in the models (such as
season, group size or interaction terms with behaviour state) was not possible due to paucity
of data on boat categories other than ‘RV only’. The number of calves in groups varied from
0 to 3. The sample size for groups without calves (n = 700) was comparable to that for
groups with calves (n = 562).
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Models were ranked using AICc scores, a modified version of AIC created to deal with small
sample sizes and which is advised to use as a default (Symonds & Moussali 2011). Model
selection showed that behaviour was a strong predictor of all four response variables
representing movement patterns (Table 2.4), as the top ranked model in each set included this
parameter. In the case of group speed, the stage of the RV in relation to calf presence was
also a strong predictor, with models including this interaction term accumulating a weight of
99%. There was some uncertainty as to whether tour boats had an effect on speed, with the
first model including a tour boat effect having 3.2 times more empirical support than the
model excluding it. Heading change seemed to be unaffected by tour boats, but RV was
deemed as a strong predictor, as it was included in the three best models (which together had
an accumulated weight of 89%). In the case of group density and coordination, there was
very strong empirical support for models including the effect of both tour boats and the RV
in relation to calf presence.
Table 2.4. Results from the four model selection analyses examining the effects of vessels on
movement patterns. Models are ranked from best to worst using ∆AICc scores. Only the top ranked
models (∆AICc <7) are shown. ‘+’ and ’*’ signs between factors in models indicate absence or
presence of interaction, respectively; ‘df’ = degrees of freedom, ‘logLik’ = log likelihood, ‘∆AICc’ =
difference in AICc score between ith model and best model in set; ‘wi’ = Akaike weight; ‘acc. wi’ =
accumulated weight; ‘Li’ = model likelihood given the data. All models included the random effect of
‘group’. Sample size = 1251.
Group speed

Heading
change

Group
density

Coordination

Rank
1
2
3

Model
beh + RV*cal
beh + TB + RV*cal
beh + TB*cal + RV*cal

df
17
20
23

logLik
263.8
265.7
266.6

∆ AICc
0.00
2.38
6.80

wi
0.74
0.23
0.03

acc. wi
0.74
0.97
0.99

Li
1.00
0.30
0.03

Rank

Model

df

logLik

∆ AICc

wi

acc. wi

Li

1
2
3
4
5

beh + RV
beh + RV + cal
beh + TB + RV
beh
beh + RV*cal

12
13
15
8
17

-1961.4
-1961.3
-1961.0
-1968.4
-1959.3

0.00
1.86
5.35
5.93
6.08

0.61
0.24
0.04
0.03
0.03

0.61
0.85
0.89
0.92
0.95

1.00
0.39
0.07
0.05
0.05

Rank

Model

df

logLik

∆ AICc

wi

acc. wi

Li

1
2

beh + TB*cal + RV*cal
TB*cal + RV*cal

23
18

-1147.4
-1153.3

0.00
1.48

0.68
0.32

0.68
1.00

1.00
0.48

Rank

Model

df

logLik

∆ AICc

wi

acc. wi

Li

1

beh + TB*calf + RV*calf

23

-1017.5

0.00

0.99

0.99

1.00

‘beh’ = behaviour state of dolphin group; ‘RV’ = stage of RV in the SA; ‘TB’ = tour boat scenario; ‘calf’ = calves.
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Model-averaged estimates were obtained to investigate how each parameter influenced the
different variables reflecting movement patterns (Table 2.5, Fig. 2.1). Note that in the case of
group coordination a single model was clearly best, so estimates were derived solely from
that model.
Table 2.5. Model-averaged estimates for the analyses of movement patterns, listing the regression
coefficient, its unconditional SE and 95% CI. Reference categories are: Travelling (behaviour),
Control (RV only), ‘200A’ (RV stage), ‘no calves’ (group composition). Statistically significant
predictors are in bold.
Group speed
Parameter
(Intercept)
beh.DIV
beh.INTR
beh.MIL
beh.REST
beh.SOC
calf
TB.BEF
TB.IA
TB.AFT
calf:TB.BEF
calf:TB.IA
calf:TB.AFT
RV.100A
RV.20C
RV.100R
RV.200R
calf:RV.100A
calf:RV.20C
calf:RV.100R
calf:RV.200R

c
1.36
-0.23
-0.11
-0.26
-0.35
-0.21
0.04
-0.04
-0.04
0.02
0.03
0.10
0.01
-0.05
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.00
-0.08
-0.13

SE
0.02
0.02
0.10
0.02
0.06
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.04

Heading change
95% CI
(1.31 to 1.41)
(-0.26 to -0.19)
(-0.31 to 0.09)
(-0.30 to -0.22)
(-0.46 to -0.24)
(-0.27 to -0.15)
(-0.03 to 0.12)
(-0.10 to 0.02)
(-0.12 to 0.04)
(-0.04 to 0.08)
(-0.10 to 0.15)
(-0.05 to 0.25)
(-0.11 to 0.12)
(-0.10 to -0.003)
(-0.04 to 0.04)
(-0.05 to 0.05)
(-0.04 to 0.07)
(-0.04 to 0.10)
(-0.07 to 0.06)
(-0.16 to -0.01)
(-0.21 to -0.05)

Parameter
(Intercept)
beh.DIV
beh.INTR
beh.MIL
beh.REST
beh.SOC
calf
TB.BEF
TB.IA
TB.AFT
RV.100A
RV.20C
RV.100R
RV.200R
calf:RV.100A
calf:RV.20C
calf:RV.100R
calf:RV.200R

c
2.62
0.49
1.68
1.02
-0.28
0.60
-0.04
0.01
0.14
-0.11
0.11
0.11
0.04
-0.29
0.08
0.18
0.22
-0.22

SE
0.09
0.11
0.61
0.12
0.39
0.18
0.09
0.19
0.23
0.17
0.12
0.10
0.12
0.13
0.23
0.20
0.24
0.26

95% CI
(2.44 to 2.79)
(0.28 to 0.71)
(0.49 to 2.88)
(0.78 to 1.25)
(-1.05 to 0.48)
(0.26 to 0.95)
(-0.21 to 0.14)
(-0.36 to 0.37)
(-0.31 to 0.59)
(-0.44 to 0.23)
(-0.12 to 0.34)
(-0.09 to 0.32)
(-0.20 to 0.27)
(-0.55 to -0.04)
(-0.37 to 0.53)
(-0.22 to 0.58)
(-0.24 to 0.69)
(-0.72 to 0.28)

‘beh’ = behaviour state (DIV = diving, INTR = interacting with boats, MIL = milling, REST = resting, SOC =
socialising); ‘TB’ = tour boat scenario (BEF = before, IA = interaction, AFT = after); ‘RV’ = RV stage (100A, 20C,
100R, 200R); ‘calf’ = calves present.
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Table 2.5. (continued)
Group density
Parameter
(Intercept)
beh.DIV
beh.INTR
beh.MIL
beh.REST
beh.SOC
calf
TB.BEF
TB.IA
TB.AFT
calf:TB.BEF
calf:TB.IA
calf:TB.AFT
RV.100A
RV.20C
RV.100R
RV.200R
calf:RV.100A
calf:RV.20C
calf:RV.100R
calf:RV.200R

c
0.67
-0.06
0.21
-0.15
-0.28
0.11
0.45
0.07
-0.05
0.00
-0.78
-0.62
-0.59
-0.04
0.45
0.38
0.40
-0.10
-0.42
-0.65
-0.57

SE
0.12
0.06
0.32
0.06
0.18
0.09
0.17
0.13
0.15
0.12
0.20
0.23
0.18
0.07
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.11
0.10
0.12
0.13

Group coordination
95% CI
(0.43 to 0.91)
(-0.18 to 0.05)
(-0.42 to 0.84)
(-0.27 to -0.03)
(-0.63 to 0.06)
(-0.07 to 0.30)
(0.11 to 0.79)
(-0.19 to 0.32)
(-0.34 to 0.24)
(-0.24 to 0.23)
(-1.17 to -0.39)
(-1.07 to -0.17)
(-0.95 to -0.23)
(-0.18 to 0.10)
(0.32 to 0.58)
(0.23 to 0.54)
(0.24 to 0.56)
(-0.31 to 0.11)
(-0.62 to -0.23)
(-0.88 to -0.41)
(-0.82 to -0.33)

Parameter
beh.DIV
beh.INTR
beh.MIL
beh.REST
beh.SOC
cal
TB.BEF
TB.IA
TB.AFT
cal:TB.BEF
cal:TB.IA
cal:TB.AFT
RV.100A
RV.20C
RV.100R
RV.200R
cal:RV.100A
cal:RV.20C
cal:RV.100R
cal:RV.200R

c

SE

95% CI

-2.85
-0.88
-3.55
-0.77
-3.10
1.16
-0.48
0.32
0.05
-1.34
-3.97
-1.71
0.08
0.58
1.87
1.45
-0.39
-1.43
-2.36
-1.33

0.23
1.16
0.24
0.74
0.34
0.45
0.49
0.52
0.45
0.72
0.80
0.68
0.28
0.25
0.34
0.34
0.43
0.39
0.49
0.51

(-3.29 to -2.41)
(-3.16 to 1.39)
(-4.03 to -3.08)
(-2.21 to 0.67)
(-3.77 to -2.42)
(0.28 to 2.04)
(-1.44 to 0.48)
(-0.69 to 1.33)
(-0.83 to 0.93)
(-2.75 to 0.07)
(-5.53 to -2.40)
(-3.05 to -0.38)
(-0.46 to 0.63)
(0.09 to 1.07)
(1.20 to 2.54)
(0.78 to 2.12)
(-1.24 to 0.45)
(-2.19 to -0.67)
(-3.31 to -1.40)
(-2.34 to -0.32)

Group speed (Fig. 2.1a) was strongly affected by behaviour state: as would be expected,
groups that were diving, milling, resting or socialising had significantly slower speeds than
travelling groups. Tour boats caused no significant changes in speed. RV effects were small
compared to the effect of behaviour context. In particular, dolphins reduced their speed in the
retreating stages of the staged approach when calves were present. In absence of calves,
speed was slightly slower in the 100A stage.
Heading change (Fig. 2.1b) was also strongly affected by behaviour context. Changes in
direction of travel were more pronounced in groups that were diving, milling, socialising, or
actively interacting with boats than in travelling groups. Tour boats and the RV had no
detectable effects on heading change, except for a slight decrease (i.e., less erratic) during the
RV’s 200m retreat stage in absence of calves.
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Group density (Fig. 2.1c) was most strongly affected by tour boats and the RV, and only
slightly affected by behaviour state, with milling groups being less cohesive (i.e. more spread
out) than during other behaviour states. In the absence of boats, groups with calves were
more cohesive than groups without calves. While the cohesion of groups without calves was
unaffected by tour boats, groups with calves were considerably more spread out before,
during and after an interaction. That this effect is apparent before a vessel reaches the
interaction zone (i.e. the ‘before’ category) indicates that it is acoustically mediated – the
dolphins are reacting to the sound of the approaching vessel rather than its physical presence.
Regarding the effect of the RV, groups without calves increased their cohesion during the
close-range and retreating stages of the approach. Groups with calves, however, were less
cohesive during the close-range stage, and remained spread out for the retreat stages.
Group coordination (in terms of similar orientation among group members) was most
strongly influenced by behaviour state and tour boat presence (Fig. 2.1d). Groups that were
diving, milling and socialising were less coordinated than groups travelling. In the absence of
tour boats, groups with calves were more coordinated than groups without calves. Similarly
to group density, coordination in groups without calves was not affected by tour boats, but
groups with calves were by far less coordinated during interactions with tour boats, and (less
so) after interactions. Coordination in these groups also seemed low before interactions,
although this effect was not significant, perhaps due to a small sample size. The dolphins’
response to the RV was similar to that of group density, with groups without calves
increasing their coordination as the encountered progressed, while groups with calves
decreased it.
A)

0.3

Group speed

0.2

Effect size

0.1
0.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5

Figure 2.1. Effect size of each factor on group speed (A), heading change (B), group density (C), and
group coordination (D). Points are model-averaged coefficients; error bars are 95% CI.
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B)

3.0

Heading change

2.5

Effect size

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5

C)

1.0

Group density

Effect size

0.5
0.0
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5

D)

3.0

Group coordination

2.0

Effect size

1.0
0.0
-1.0
-2.0
-3.0
-4.0
-5.0
-6.0

‘beh’ = behaviour state (DIV = diving, INTR = interacting with boats, MIL = milling, REST = resting, SOC =
socialising); ‘TB’ = tour boat scenario (BEF = before, IA = interaction, AFT = after); ‘RV’ = RV stage
(100A, 20C, 100R, 200R); ‘calf’ = calves present.

Figure 2.1. (continued)
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2.5. DISCUSSION
Observations from the surface have the obvious limitation of revealing only a small
proportion of the dolphins’ behaviour. Nevertheless, useful information can be gained on
general movement patterns, which can be used to assess anthropogenic disturbance. This
study has shown that tour boats and the research vessel had measureable short-term effects
on the movement patterns of dolphins, particularly on group cohesion and coordination.
2.5.1. Effects of tour boats on the movement patterns of dolphins
Travelling speed, amount of heading change and coordination were closely dependent on the
dolphins’ behaviour state. This was expected, because the determination of which behaviour
state applies at any one time is in part based on those variables (see Table 2.2 for definitions
of behaviour states). Hence travelling groups were indeed faster, less erratic and more
coordinated than groups diving, milling or socialising. In spite of the strong effect of
behaviour on the response variables, effects from vessels were detected.
In spite of many studies documenting increased speeds and erratic behaviour in response to
the presence of boats, no changes in speed or direction were detected in this study. Change in
speed as a reaction to tour boat disturbance varies greatly with species and location.
Increased speed has been documented for several species, such as beluga whales
(Delphinapterus leucas: Blane & Jackson 1995), humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae: Scheidat et al. 2004; Morete et al. 2007; Schaffar et al. 2013), bottlenose
dolphins (Nowacek et al. 2001), southern right whales (Eubalaena australis: Lundquist et al.
2008) and spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris: Timmel et al. 2008). A few studies have
reported no changes in speed (male killer whales, Orcinus orca: Williams et al. 2009;
bottlenose dolphins: present study), and some have documented increases and decreases
depending on boat speed (spotted dolphin, Stenella frontalis, and bottlenose dolphins: Ritter
2003).
More erratic movement in response to tour boats has also been documented for several
species, including bottlenose dolphins (Nowacek et al. 2001; Lemon et al. 2006; Lusseau
2006; Stensland & Berggren 2007), sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus: Richter et al.
2006), humpback whales (Schaffar et al. 2013), southern right whales (Lundquist et al.
2008), spinner dolphins (Timmel et al. 2008), killer whales (Williams et al. 2002; 2009) and
minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata: Christiansen et al. 2013). Decreased path
predictability in the presence of boats has been likened to predator avoidance behaviour (e.g.,
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Williams et al. 2002), but more simply, appears to be horizontal avoidance by moving away
from tour boats (e.g., Baker & Herman 1989; Lemon et al. 2006; Stamation et al. 2010). This
would reduce the risk of vessel strike or disruption of group structure, as well as decrease
noise levels. Of course, this action results in a change of direction, but does not necessarily
mean that erratic behaviour itself is an avoidance strategy.
It is not clear why Doubtful Sound’s dolphins respond differently, but it could be related to
tour boats in this location generally travelling at slow speeds (x = 2.9 knots, CV = 1.1) in
presence of dolphins. The level of boat intrusiveness has been found to strongly influence
dolphin behaviour (Lusseau 2003a; Martinez et al. 2010), and the perceived risk of boats is
likely to be related to their speed. It is also important to keep in mind that unavoidably small
sample sizes in this study may have prevented detection of potential disturbance of
behaviour, and that failure to detect effects is not evidence of their absence. The amount by
which dolphins changed heading did increase when dolphins actively interacted with tour
boats (as a behaviour state), since dolphins changed course to approach the vessel.
Tour boats had a considerable effect on group cohesion and coordination. While group
cohesion in groups without calves seemed unaffected by tour boats, groups with calves were
substantially more spread-out before, during and after interactions with tour boats. This
effect is likely to be mediated acoustically; tour boats are clearly audible long before they
reach the dolphins’ proximity (see chapter 3). Groups with calves were also observed to be
less consistent in their orientation during and after interactions. Opposite behavioural
reactions to tour boats depending on calf presence have been observed before, and suggest
higher vulnerability of groups with dependent young. For example, breathing synchrony in
bottlenose dolphins in Cromarty Firth (Scotland) increased as a response to boat presence in
groups without calves, but decreased in groups with calves (Hastie et al. 2003).
Although we could not quantify movement patterns of particular individuals, mother-calf
pairs were often seen to move away from approaching tour boats, increasing their distance
from the rest of the group and reducing the proportion of the group oriented in the same
direction. The effect of tour boats on group cohesion and coordination is therefore likely to
reflect a separation of mother-calf pairs from the rest of the group. Such separation reduces
the ‘safety in numbers’ advantage of living in a group (Wrona & Dixon 1991; Barbosa &
Castellanos 2005), as mothers and calves are more exposed in this process, potentially
increasing the risk of predation. Fatal predation of a dolphin by a mako shark (Isurus
oxyrinchus) was recorded in Doubtful Sound in 2004. The shark was found freshly dead, and
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the pectoral fin and dorsal fin of the attacked dolphin were recovered from its stomach
(Dawson, pers.comm.; Fig. 2.2). This observation shows that shark predation is a real risk in
Doubtful Sound. Decreases in group cohesion could increase such risk.

Figure 2.2. Left pectoral fin (left picture) and dorsal fin (right) of a bottlenose dolphin recovered
from the stomach of a dead mako shark in Doubtful Sound, 2004.

Most studies investigating the effects of boats on group dispersion have found that groups
are tighter in the presence of boats. This has been reported for bottlenose dolphins (Nowacek
et al. 2001; Miller et al. 2008), Hector’s dolphins (Cephalorhynchus hectori: Bejder et al.
1999), estuarine dolphins (Sotalia guianensis: Tosi & Ferreira 2009) and belugas (Blane &
Jackson 1995). To my knowledge, no studies have found a decrease in group cohesion in
response to boat disturbance, as reported in the present study. This apparent disparity could
arise from different methodologies. Measurement of group dispersion is generally done via
observations of inter-individual distances, rather than overall group density (# of individuals
per unit of area, as used in this study). In Doubtful Sound, mother-calf pairs seemed to move
away from boats and the rest of the group when boats approached, thus it is possible that
inter-individual distances within sub-groups decreased (i.e., between and/or within mothercalf pairs, as well as within the rest of the group), while the distances between subgroups
increased. This is consistent with the comparatively very strong associations among
individuals in this population (Lusseau et al. 2003), and may not be detected via averaging
individual distances. Measuring overall group density seems to be a better metric for
detecting boat disturbance on group structure in this population.
I have not found any studies investigating changes in within-group coordination of
orientation (i.e., proportion of individuals facing or heading in the same direction). This
variable provides another way to reflect order or cohesiveness within a group, potentially
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showing behaviour disruption that overall group direction might not show. In the present
study, for example, no changes in overall direction were detected, but differences in heading
within groups did occur in response to boat presence.
2.5.2. Effects of the research vessel on the movement patterns of dolphins
The impacts of research vessels (RV) are rarely examined in behavioural studies of marine
mammals. If the impacts of other boats are to be measured robustly, it is crucial to quantify
the effects of the RV in order to account for its potentially confounding effect. This study has
shown that the effects of the RV on behaviour can be measured via a methodology centred
on staged approaches.
The RV had small but measureable impacts on movement patterns of dolphins, with different
patterns observed depending on the presence of calves in the group. In the absence of other
boats and at the start of the encounter, groups with calves were more cohesive and
coordinated than groups with no calves. Groups without calves became less erratic during the
last phase of the SA. Although this effect was small (reflecting a reduction of 10% in
heading change, compared to the control), it suggests some level of habituation during the
staged approach process. In these groups, cohesion and coordination increased during the
close-range stage, and remained high during the retreating stages at 100 and 200m.
Conversely, groups with calves decreased their group density and became less coordinated in
orientation during the close-range stage and for the rest of the approach. These groups were
also slightly slower during the retreat stages. Changes in dolphin behaviour as a function of
time have been observed before. Hector’s dolphins, for example, tended to approach boats in
the initial stages of an encounter, but started to be less interested and avoid boats as the
encounter progressed, after an average of 70 min (Bejder et al. 1999).
It is unlikely that the decrease in group density in groups with calves in response to the RV
reflects a separation of mother-calf pairs from the rest of the group, since we did not observe
this happening during the close-range stage of the RV approach. It is possible that the
perception of risk posed by the RV declined as the encounter progressed, and that the
decrease in coordination and cohesion reflects habituation to the RV. The exact meaning of
the observed changes in movement patterns is difficult to discern. What is clear is that the
presence of calves is a crucial factor in the way dolphins react to the RV, suggesting that the
responses adopted by groups with calves reflect a more cautious strategy to protect the more
vulnerable animals in the group.
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Previous research on the impacts of an RV on the behaviour of dolphins in this population
found that respiration patterns (measured through dive intervals) and rates of surface
behaviour events (such as particular jumps or dives) were not significantly affected (Lusseau
2003a; 2006, respectively). The results obtained in the present study highlight the need to be
careful when generalising the susceptibility of dolphins to observer impacts. The fact that
dolphins did not change their respiration patterns or event rates in response to RV presence
does not mean that there was no disturbance, as shown by the observed reactions in group
density and coordination.
It is likely, however, that the immediate impacts of the RV have no long-term consequences
for the population. There is no negative relationship between research intensity and calf
survival, which has been shown to be the most important factor in whether the Doubtful
Sound population grows or declines (Currey et al., 2009). Calf survival was highest (c. 0.80.9) during the period of most intensive research (1994-97). In more recent periods of lower
research effort, survival has been very low (c. 0.45; 2004-2008; Currey et al. 2009) or
intermediate (0.62; 2010-2011; Henderson 2012).
It should be noted that because tour boat interactions were relatively infrequent, we had a
much larger sample size to investigate effects of the research vessel than of the tour boats.
This meant that statistical power to detect effects was much higher for the RV. Hence small
effects of the RV could be detected, while tour boat effects of the same or larger magnitude
may not have been.

2.5.3. General conclusions
This study has shown that the movement patterns of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound
are affected by tour boats and by the observing RV, and that it is crucial to consider group
composition (i.e., presence of calves) in studies of anthropogenic impacts. The different
behaviour shown by groups with and without calves in response to boat disturbance suggests
higher vulnerability of mother-calf pairs.
Changes in movement patterns are likely to have some effect on a group’s energy budget and
other biological or physiological functions, but finding out how those changes affect the
fitness of dolphins is difficult. The biological implications and long-term consequences to the
population cannot be estimated without knowing how those immediate changes affect
energetic budgets, stress levels and associated risks (such as increased predation risk to
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calves due to reduced group cohesion). Without an understanding of long-term impacts, it is
challenging to translate scientific findings into appropriate management recommendations.
Even so, understanding the short-term effects of tourism and what factors aggravate them,
can help develop management strategies to mitigate such impacts, which can ultimately
alleviate the pressure of tourism on wild populations.
This study adds valuable information to the understanding of how different demographic
sectors of the bottlenose dolphin population deal with boat disturbance, aiding in the
construction of a framework to help management decisions work towards a more sustainable
tourism industry in Doubtful Sound.
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Chapter 3
Effects of tour boats and research boat on the acoustic behaviour
of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound

3.1. ABSTRACT
Boat-based tourism is a source of anthropogenic noise to which whales and dolphins are
exposed. Understanding how boat presence and noise affects dolphins’ vocal behaviour is
important, as dolphins depend on acoustic signals to maintain mother-calf cohesion and
group coordination. An information-theoretic approach was used to investigate the effects of
tour boats and research boat on vocal behaviour of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
in Doubtful Sound, New Zealand. The main findings are: (1) groups with calves became
more vocal when tour boats were close and moving away, presumably to re-establish group
cohesion, whereas groups without calves did not; (2) groups with calves increased their
whistle rates when tour boats were faster (i.e., louder), whereas groups without calves
became less vocal; (3) the research vessel did not affect dolphins’ whistle rates; (4) higher
noise levels from tour boats and the research vessel caused groups with calves to produce
shorter whistles shifted towards higher frequencies, while groups without calves produced
longer and lower frequency whistles. This study shows that mother-calf pairs are particularly
sensitive to boats and noise; higher whistle rates in those groups may be used to increase
signal detectability in a noisy environment or re-establish group cohesion. Due to the history
of low calf survival in this population, the susceptibility of calves to vessels has important
implications for management and conservation.
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3.2. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades there has been a rapid growth of tourism involving interactions with
cetaceans in the wild. This has contributed to an increase in vessel noise in the coastal
environment, a significant source of potential disturbance to cetaceans (Lusseau 2007b).
Most studies of the interactions between boats and cetaceans have focussed on how boat
presence disturbs surface behaviour, frequently measured as changes in group activity,
respiration or movement patterns (e.g., Lusseau 2003b; Stensland & Berggren 2007;
Stamation et al. 2010). However, very few studies have focussed on the impacts of boats on
communication. Understanding how boat presence and their noise affects dolphins’ acoustic
behaviour – both communication and echolocation – is important. Dolphins depend on
acoustics to maintain mother-calf cohesion and group coordination (Smolker et al. 1993;
Janik & Slater 1998; Janik 2009), as well for navigating, foraging and detecting predators
(Wells & Scott 1999; Tyack & Clark 2000).
The effect of anthropogenic noise on wild animals has been studied in many species.
Animals that use sound for communication compensate for interference from background
noise in a range of ways. In response to urban noise, for example, song-birds increase sound
levels (Brumm & Todt 2002), modify song amplitude (Brumm 2004) and frequency
(Slabbekoorn & Peet 2003; Wood & Yezerinac 2006). Numerous studies of whales and
dolphins have shown effects of anthropogenic noise caused by vessel traffic and shipping
lanes, underwater construction, geophysical surveys and sonar (Richardson & Würsig 1997).
North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena glacialis), for example, call less frequently when
levels of shipping noise are high, and have shifted the frequency of their calls upwards to
reduce interference with noise (Parks et al. 2007). Long-term effects of boat noise on
communication are more difficult to detect, but can occur. Foote et al. (2004), for example,
demonstrated long term changes in the acoustic behaviour of killer whales, showing a
correlation between an increase in boat traffic and increased call duration.
For dolphins, vision is a short range sense underwater - effective over a few tens of metres at
best. Acoustics forms the primary channel for communication and perception of the
environment (Janik 2009). This could make them particularly susceptible to vessel noise, as
it can overlap and mask dolphin vocalisations (Richardson & Malme 1995; Jensen et al.
2009), potentially impairing communication among group members. In this context, using
acoustic tools to study disturbance is valuable because (1) dolphins are highly vocal, (2)
acoustics provides information on what occurs underwater (as opposed to what can be
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observed from the surface), (3) acoustic signals can be measured with a level of repeatability
and objectivity that is difficult to achieve with behavioural observations and (4) acoustics
provides insight into communication, which is inherently important in any social animal.
Hence the acoustic behaviour of dolphins is a useful measure of their reactions to immediate
anthropogenic impacts. In addition, understanding how communication is affected by boat
noise, and what factors aggravate or alleviate this impact, can be very helpful for
management.
Bottlenose dolphins have been shown to increase their whistle rate at the onset of a boat’s
approach (Buckstaff 2004) and in the presence of swim-with-dolphin boats (Scarpaci et al.
2000). Humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis) tend to increase their whistle rate immediately
after the passage of a boat, particularly if calves are present in the group (Van Parijs &
Corkeron 2001a). This may reflect a need to re-establish vocal contact and group cohesion,
and suggests that boats and/or their noise pose a threat to the animals’ social behaviour.
Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) change the frequency and contour of
their whistles in locations where ambient noise levels are high (Morisaka et al. 2005),
producing simpler (i.e., less modulated) whistles at lower frequencies. Such adaptation in
communication signals may reduce masking and increase detection by conspecifics in a
noisy environment (Morisaka et al. 2005).
The primary aim of this study was to assess the short-term effects of tour boats and noise on
the acoustic behaviour of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound (Fiordland, New Zealand).
Previous studies on the acoustic repertoire of this dolphin population detected an increase in
call rates in the presence of boats (Dawson et al. 2005). However, no detailed research has
been carried out. Obtaining acoustic recordings of a moving group of dolphins requires the
research vessel to follow, which is, inevitably, an additional source of disturbance and noise.
Therefore, this study used a ‘staged approach’ in which the vessel recorded the dolphins
from particular distances as the encounter progressed, to quantify and control for effects of
the research vessel on the dolphins’ acoustic behaviour.
Measurements of acoustic communication included whistle rates and several parameters
describing whistle form. Changes in these variables can be good indicators of an underlying
impact, as shown in several studies assessing the effects of vessel noise on odontocetes
(Lesage et al. 1999; Scarpaci et al. 2000; Buckstaff 2004). Changes in whistle rates, for
example, can reflect disturbance of group cohesion and mother-calf pair contact (Van Parijs
& Corkeron 2001a). In particular, this study aimed to answer the following questions: (1), in
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what manner do boats affect whistle rates, and are groups with calves more sensitive to boat
presence? In addition, do boat speed and closest distance of approach influence the dolphins’
response?; (2), if boats affect whistle rate, does the prevalence of particular whistles change?;
and (3), do dolphins show adaptations in whistle duration and/or frequency as a response to
vessel noise?

3.3. METHODS
3.3.1. Study site and observation platform
This study was carried out in Doubtful Sound, New Zealand, home to a resident population
of about 60 bottlenose dolphins (Brough, 2013). Boat-based scenic cruises run year-round in
the fiord, with the highest level of tourism activities taking place in spring and summer.
Although no tour boats specifically target the dolphins, dolphins are a key part of the natural
resources for the tourism industry and interactions between dolphins and boats have been of
concern (Lusseau 2003a,b: 2006).
Acoustic data were collected from December 2011 to November 2012 from a 5m aluminiumhulled research vessel (RV Nemo, hereafter RV) powered by a 4-stroke Yamaha 70hp
outboard engine. The outboard is a ‘high thrust’ model, which spins a larger propeller at 20%
lower rpm than usual, reducing cavitation noise underwater. To minimise dolphin reactions
to the RV, the vessel followed the dolphins from behind and to the side, matching the speed
of the vessel to the speed of the dolphin group. At slow speeds (<5 knots), the four-stroke
outboard ensured very low underwater noise levels biased towards low frequencies (pers.
obs.) at which dolphin hearing is less sensitive (Au 1993).
3.3.2. Data collection
Systematic surveys were carried out daily in Doubtful Sound, following a standardised route
(see Schneider (1999) for details). Once dolphins were encountered, the RV commenced a 2h long ‘staged approach’ (SA), consisting of observing the dolphins for set periods of time
and with the RV at particular distances, as the encounter progressed (Table 3.1), recording
data on the dolphin group’s acoustic behaviour. A group was defined as an aggregation of
dolphins that operated as a unit, in which the members were scattered over less than 1km 2
and/or were headed in the same general direction (Schneider et al. 1998).
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Table 3.1. Phases of the staged approach carried out by the RV to record bottlenose dolphins.
Stage (abbreviation)
200m, ‘approach’ (200A)
100m, ‘approach’ (100A)
20m, ‘close range’ (20C)
100m, ‘retreat’ (100R)
200m, ‘retreat’ (200R)

Time
(minutes)
0 – 20
20 – 40
40 – 80
80 – 100
100 – 120

Distance from
dolphins (m)
c. 200
c. 100
c. < 20
c. 100
c. 200

Stages were divided into 5-min samples for collection of information on group composition
and general behaviour state. Presence or absence of calves was determined by visual
observations of body size and later confirmed via photo-identification. Calves (less than one
year old) were defined as individuals that were half or less the length of an adult, with visible
foetal fold marks, and swimming in close association with a female. At the closest stage of
the encounter, all individuals within the group were photographed and subsequently
identified to obtain group size. For this study, acoustic recordings made at 200m from the
dolphin group during the first stage were treated as the ‘control’. The SA procedure enabled
studying the dolphin group’s reactions to the RV, as well as recovery.
Behaviour state was defined as the predominant behavioural activity of the group during
each five minute sample. Group activity was determined by scan sampling (Altmann 1974),
assigning one of six states: travelling, milling, resting, diving, socialising, or actively
interacting with boats (Table 2.2, Chapter 2). These categories are mutually exclusive, and
similar to those used in other behavioural studies of this and other dolphin populations
(Shane 1990; Lusseau 2003b, Williams et al. 2006; Lundquist et al. 2012).
Dolphin-boat interactions were defined as situations in which at least one dolphin in the
group was within 200m of a boat other than the RV. This cut-off distance was chosen to
match the 200m distance used in the SA, providing comparable data across different boatpresence scenarios. Vessels other than our RV were classified as ‘tour boats’. If one or more
tour boats was within 200m of the group, their number and identity, as well as time of arrival
and departure (within 200m of the dolphins) was recorded. While acoustic recordings were
underway, the speed and distance of any tour boats in the area (within 2km of the dolphins)
were noted, including the distance at closest approach. The speed of the tour boat (in knots)
was estimated via comparison to RV speed. The distance to boats (in metres) was estimated
with a laser range-finder. These variables were selected because they are frequently used to
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develop whale and dolphin-watching regulations (Carlson 2009; Schaffar et al. 2013), and
could therefore be directly applicable to management guidelines in Doubtful Sound.
3.3.3. Underwater acoustic recording system
Acoustic recordings were made throughout each phase of the SA in conjunction with visual
behavioural observations, as long as there was no strong rain or wind (to avoid irregular
background noise levels). Continuous recordings were made via a robust stereo hydrophone
array custom-built specifically for this study, towed behind the RV on a 50m cable. The two
hydrophone elements were separated by 5m, and each was recorded on a separate channel of
the recorder. Each hydrophone node contained a 40dB pre-amplifier with a 3dB/octave highpass filter (corner frequency 3.39 kHz) to filter out most low-frequency engine and flow
noise. While this particular array was not calibrated, an array with the same hydrophone
elements, amplifiers and construction methods had best sensitivity at 16kHz (-162dB-V/µPa)
and a frequency response of 5-40kHz +/- 3.5dB (Barlow et al. 2008). Output from the array
was continuously recorded with a Roland R44 digital recorder, which recorded WAV files at
high resolution (sampling rate 48.0 kHz, 16 bit) to a flash-card.
When tour boats were audible we aimed to position the RV so that the dolphins would be
between the tour boat and the RV or (when not possible) that the RV was no closer to the
tour boat than the dolphins were. This was to ensure that the hydrophone array did not
receive louder noise levels than the dolphins did, and to minimise potential masking of
dolphin vocalisations by boat noise.
3.3.4. Acoustic analyses
Acoustic recordings were reviewed using Audacity 1.3 Beta and samples extracted based on
boat presence scenarios. For encounters in which boats had come within audible range of the
dolphins, five samples were extracted: ‘Inaudible-Before’ (tour boat not audible, 10 minutes
before it became audible), ‘Audible-Before’ (tour boat audible, from the moment it became
audible until it reached a 200m radius of the dolphin group or its distance at closest
approach), ‘Interaction’ (tour boat audible, within a 200m radius), ‘Audible-After’ (from
leaving a 200m radius or its distance at closest approach until it became inaudible on the
array) and ‘Inaudible-After’ (tour boat not audible, 10 minutes after the tour boat ceased to
be audible). Note that the ‘Interaction’ sample could only be extracted if tour boats came
within 200m of the dolphins. In other cases, the ‘Audible-After’ would follow straight after
the ‘Audible-Before’, using the time of closest approach as a cut-off. A boat was assumed to
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be within hearing range of the dolphins if it was audible in the recording to a human listener.
If a second tour boat became audible during one of the ‘inaudible’ stages, the 10-min sample
was reduced to a convenient duration by cutting the sample 1 minute before the second tour
boat became audible. Control data were obtained by extracting 10-min samples, termed
‘Inaudible-Control’, from staged approaches in which no boats had been previously audible
or seen. One ‘control’ sample was randomly selected from each available stage (200A, 100A,
20C, 100R, 200R).
Acoustic samples were imported into Raven Pro 1.4 for analysis of whistle parameters and
rates. All sound samples were viewed as spectrograms (512-point FFT, Hamming window,
filter bandwidth 122 Hz, 69.9% overlap, frequency range 0-20,000 Hz). Spectrograms were
created from the right channel of the recorder, which corresponded to the hydrophone
furthest from the RV. Since this study aimed to quantify the effects of boat noise on the
number and properties of dolphin vocalisations, we did not specify a minimum signal to
noise ratio. Vocalisations were deemed suitable for analysis as long as they were audible and
clearly visible in the spectrogram (e.g. Fig. 3.1).
Dolphin whistles were quantified using several acoustic parameters (Fig. 3.1): start and end
time (s), whistle duration (s), lower and upper frequencies (kHz), frequency range (kHz),
start and end frequencies (kHz), peak frequency (frequency at which the maximum
amplitude occurred, which in a greyscale corresponded to the darkest point in the call, kHz),
and number of positive and negative inflexions (changes from positive to negative slope and
vice versa, respectively). Peak frequency could only be extracted from whistles with no
overlap with sounds with higher maximum amplitudes (including burst calls and
echolocation clicks). We had no way of knowing which dolphin was vocalising, and
therefore could not tell how far away it was from the array. This made it impossible to
measure source levels of whistles because the energy lost in propagation could not be
adjusted for. Measurements were obtained for the fundamental frequency, ignoring
harmonics.
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N inflexions:
positive (/\) = 1
negative (\/) = 0
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time
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time
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Frequency
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kHz

m:s
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Figure 3.1. Diagram showing whistle parameters.

Calls were classified into 10 different contours (Table 3.2) based on the number and type of
inflexions and whether the fundamental frequency was higher at the start or the end of the
call spectrogram. The remaining whistle parameters (duration, lower and upper frequencies,
and peak frequency) were analysed via an information-theoretic approach to investigate
potential vocal adaptations to noise.
Table 3.2. Bottlenose dolphins whistle contours. ‘inf’ = inflexions. ‘up’ or ‘down’ refers to whether
the end frequency is higher or lower than the start frequency, respectively.

Call type

Start
End
frequency frequency

N inf.
/\

N inf.
\/

UP

low

high

0

0

DOWN

high

low

0

0

VALLEY up

low

high

0

1

VALLEY down

high

low

0

1

HILL up

low

high

1

0

HILL down

high

low

1

0

SINE up

low

high

1

1

SINE down

high

low

1

1

MULTI up

low

high

>2

MULTI down

high

low

>2

Call diagram
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The rate of whistle production by bottlenose dolphins was calculated by dividing the number
of whistles in each sample by sample duration and number of dolphins present, removing the
effect of group size. Whistles/min/dolphin was therefore an estimate of the average whistle
rate per individual. If samples spanned more than one 5-min scan and the behaviour or RV
stage differed from one scan to another, a whistle rate was obtained for each scan and each of
the two sub-samples was weighted by its proportional duration. Each whistle rate could thus
be directly related to a behaviour state. This was done to investigate the influence of
behaviour on vocalisation rates and to avoid confounding effects, since whistling rate of
dolphins is influenced by behavioural context (Herzing 1996; Van Parijs & Corkeron 2001b;
Boisseau 2004; Lemon et al. 2006).
3.3.5. Statistical analysis
An information-theoretic approach was used to determine the effect of tour boats and RV on
the dolphins’ acoustic behaviour. This approach is naturally suited to impact studies (e.g.
Richter et al. 2006; Currey et al. 2009) and to studies of behavioural ecology (Johnson &
Omland 2004; Burnham et al. 2011; Garamszegi 2011). It can also be much more
informative than standard null-hypothesis significance testing (Anderson et al. 2000;
Gerrodette 2011), which has several long-recognised serious problems (Johnson 1999;
Anderson 2008).
Acoustic data were modelled to take into account the different independent variables,
including the tour boat scenario, stage of the SA (i.e., distance of the RV to the dolphins),
presence or absence of calves, and behaviour state. To account for the effect of specific
groups that were encountered (and acoustically recorded), a ‘group’ effect was included in
the models as a random factor. Following a model-based inference approach (Burnham &
Anderson 2002; Anderson 2008), a set of biologically reasonable but increasingly complex
hypotheses (or models) were created and fit to the data. The competing models were then
ranked on the basis of Akaike’s Information Criterion (AICc) (Akaike 1973; Burnham et al.
2011). AICc scores are a modified version of AIC created to deal with small sample sizes
and their use is advised as a default (Symonds & Moussali 2011). The process of model
selection provides evidence as to which predictors are most important in their effect on the
response variable. Model likelihoods (L), Akaike weights (w) and Evidence Ratios (ER)
(Burnham & Anderson 2002; Symonds & Moussalli 2011) were calculated to quantify how
much more evidence there was for one model over another.
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Model-averaged estimates (Burnham & Anderson 2002) were calculated to investigate how
each factor affects the response variable (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.4). These values
represent the size and direction of the effect of each factor. If the confidence interval (CI)
does not include 0, the effect is considered to be “significant” (at a confidence level of 95%,
i.e., α = 0.05). Error estimates are calculated as unconditional standard error (SE), which
incorporate sampling variance and model selection uncertainty (Burnham & Anderson 2002).
Approximate 95% CIs were calculated as 1.96*SE. Since the effect size and direction of the
different factors are comparable, it is possible to make inferences as to which factors have
the strongest effect. Since most explanatory variables were categorical, parameter estimates
are relative to reference categories. These included the control tour boat scenario (no tour
boats audible), the ‘200A’ RV stage, travelling behaviour, and absence of calves. The
behaviour state of travelling was selected because it was the most commonly observed
behaviour (68% of samples).
The most complex model in each set was tested for model assumptions using diagnostic
plots. Whistle rates data satisfied the assumption of normality of residuals but not of
homoscedasticity (even after data transformation), therefore we chose to use generalized
linear models (GLM). Within the GLM framework, mixed models were chosen to take into
account random effects derived from repeated measures of each group of dolphins, and
therefore account for autocorrelation. Generalized linear mixed models (GLMM, Bolker et
al. 2008) were used for further analysis via multiple linear regression. Data on whistle
parameters satisfied all model assumptions; therefore linear mixed models (LMM) were
used. All statistical analyses were done in the software programme R (v 2.15.1, The R
Foundation for Statistical Computing).
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3.4. RESULTS
3.4.1. Research effort
Research effort comprised 492 hours (79 days) on the water, of which 174 hours were spent
in the presence of dolphins. A total of 34 staged approaches (SAs) were recorded
acoustically, resulting in a total of 71.7 hours of acoustic data. During this time, 29 dolphinboat ‘acoustic encounters’ were recorded, of which 17 were close interactions (in which tour
boats were within 200m of the dolphins), and 12 were ‘acoustic-only interactions’ (in which
tour boats were within hearing range of the dolphins but not within 200m of them).
3.4.2. Effects of vessels on overall whistle rate
A total of 160 samples were extracted from the 34 acoustic recordings (Table 3.3). General
linear mixed models (GLMM) with Gaussian distributions were fitted to data on whistle rates
(# whistles per dolphin per minute).
Table 3.3. Summary of acoustic data used for analysis of vocal behaviour of bottlenose dolphins in
Doubtful Sound. TB = tour boat, c.a. = closest approach, n = sample size, dur. = sample duration.
Tour boat scenario
TB inaudible (RV only)
TB inaudible at >200m before c.a.
TB audible at >200m before c.a.
TB audible at <200m (‘interaction’)
TB audible at >200m after c.a.
TB inaudible at >200m after c.a.

Abbreviation
NAUDctrl
NAUDbef
AUDbef
AUDia
AUDaft
NAUDaft

n
47
19
31
17
29
17

Mean dur. (min)
10.00
7.39
8.40
3.59
7.15
8.33

Total dur. (h)
7.83
2.34
4.34
1.02
3.45
2.36

The predictor variables included in the models comprised: stage of the RV (200A, 100A,
20C, 100R and 200R), tour boat scenario (NAUDctrl, NAUDbef, AUDbef, AUDia, AUDaft
and NAUDaft), behaviour state (travelling, diving, milling, socialising, resting or interacting
with tour boats), calves (absence or presence), and the three interaction terms (RV x tour
boat, RV x calves, tour boat x calves). Due to having only one sample during resting
behaviour and two during active interaction with tour boats, these three samples were
excluded from the analysis. Inclusion of additional parameters in the models (such as season
or group size) was not possible due to paucity of data.
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Analysis of the models showed that there was relatively high model selection uncertainty,
with the two best models having an Akaike weight of 34% each (Table 3.4). Behaviour state
was the strongest predictor of whistle rate: it was the only factor included in one of the two
best models, and was included in all ten top-ranked models. The other of the two best models
included the effect of tour boats in addition to behaviour, suggesting that tour boats might
influence communication. The stage of the RV had a very weak effect on whistle rate;
evidence ratios indicated that the highest ranked model (which excluded a RV effect) had at
least 20 times more empirical support than models including a RV effect.
Table 3.4. Results from model selection analysis examining the effects of vessels on whistle rate.
Models are ranked from best to worst using ∆AICc scores. Only the top ranked models (∆AICc <7)
are shown. ‘+’ and ’*’ signs between factors in models indicate absence or presence of interaction,
respectively; ‘df’ = degrees of freedom, ‘logLik’ = log likelihood, ‘∆AICc’ = difference in AICc
score between ith model and best model in set; ‘wi’ = Akaike weight; ‘acc. wi’ = accumulated weight;
‘Li’ = model likelihood given the data. All models included the random effect of ‘group’. Sample size
= 157.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Model
beh + TB
beh
beh + calf
beh + TB + calf
beh + TB*calf
beh + RV + TB
beh + RV

df
11
6
7
12
17
15
10

logLik
51.65
46.02
46.09
51.74
56.83
53.43
47.21

∆ AICc
0.00
0.01
2.06
2.17
4.23
6.02
6.56

wi
0.34
0.34
0.12
0.12
0.04
0.02
0.01

acc. wi
0.34
0.68
0.80
0.92
0.96
0.97
0.99

Li
1.00
1.00
0.36
0.34
0.12
0.05
0.04

‘beh’ = behaviour state of dolphin group; ‘RV’ = stage of RV in the staged approach; ‘TB’ =
tour boat scenario; ‘calf’ = calves.

Model-averaged estimates were obtained to investigate how each factor influenced whistle
rate (Table 3.5, Fig. 3.2). Whistle rate increased in groups whose predominant activity was
milling or, especially, socialising, while diving groups had similar rates to travelling groups.
These results also showed that whereas groups without calves were essentially unaffected by
the passage of tour boats, groups with calves were. In particular, groups with calves had
significantly higher whistle rates when tour boats were audible within 200m of the dolphins
(compared to the control scenario) and even higher after the boat’s closest approach (Table
3.5). The variability of response to tour boats was also higher when calves were present.
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Table 3.5. Model-averaged estimates for the analysis of whistle rate, listing the regression
coefficient, its unconditional SE and 95% CI. Reference categories: Travelling (behaviour),
NAUDctrl (RV only), ‘200A’ (RV stage), ‘no calves’ (group composition). Statistically significant
predictors are in bold.
Parameter
(Intercept)
beh.DIV
beh.MIL
beh.SOC
TB.NAUDbef
TB.AUDbef
TB.AUDia
TB.AUDaft
TB.NAUDaft
calf
calf:TB.NAUDbef
calf:TB.AUDbef
calf:TB.AUDia
calf:TB.AUDaft
calf:TB.NAUDaft
RV.100A
RV.20C
RV.100R
RV.200R

Coefficient
0.10
- 0.02
0.24
0.32
- 0.06
- 0.09
- 0.01
0.04
- 0.04
- 0.04
0.20
0.17
0.24
0.30
0.18
0.02
0.05
0.06
- 0.02

SE
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.05
0.04
0.05
0.06

95% CI
(0.03 to 0.18)
(-0.12 to 0.07)
(0.14 to 0.33)
(0.19 to 0.46)
(-0.18 to 0.05)
(-0.19 to 0.01)
(-0.13 to 0.11)
(-0.07 to 0.15)
(-0.15 to 0.08)
(-0.20 to 0.11)
(0.00 to 0.41)
(-0.02 to 0.36)
(0.02 to 0.46)
(0.11 to 0.49)
(-0.03 to 0.39)
(-0.08 to 0.11)
(-0.04 to 0.13)
(-0.04 to 0.16)
(-0.13 to 0.10)

Effect size

‘beh’ = behaviour state (DIV = diving, MIL = milling, SOC = socialising); ‘TB’ = tour
boat scenario (NAUD = TB not audible, AUD = TB audible, ia = ‘interaction’,
bef/aft = before/after closest approach); ‘RV’ = RV stage (100A, 20C, 100R,
200R); ‘calf’ = calves present.
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3

Figure 3.2. Visual representation of the effect size of each factor on whistle rates of bottlenose
dolphins in Doubtful Sound. Points are model-averaged coefficients; error bars are 95% CI.
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3.4.3. Further investigation: which boat attributes influenced dolphins’ whistle rate?
The analysis presented above for whistle rate takes into consideration whether a tour boat
was audible or not and whether the sample was before, during or after the closest approach.
To look at the potential effects of tour boats on the communication of bottlenose dolphins in
more detail, a second analysis included the estimated tour boat speed (TBspeed) and the
distance of closest approach (DCA). Boat speed was used as a proxy for noise, as most noise
from propeller-driven boats comes from cavitation, which typically increases with speed
(Arveson & Vendittis 2000; Buckstaff 2004; Jensen et al. 2009). Since the previous analysis
showed that the RV had no effect on whistle rate, this factor was not included in the models
to simplify the analysis and facilitate interpretation.
Model selection for the analysis of whistle rate was carried out using the 75 samples in
which a tour boat was audible, since tour boat speed and distance of closest approach were
available only for those samples. The predictor variables used to build the different models
included: tour boat scenario (only audible samples: AUDbef, AUDia, AUDaft), behaviour
state, presence/absence of calves, distance of closest approach and tour boat speed. Note that
AUDia samples were always at <200m, and that AUDbef and AUDaft were at >200m. In
addition to those variables, three 2-way interaction terms were included to investigate the
differences in potential effects of tour boats on groups with and without calves: (1) tour boat
scenario x calves, (2) tour boat speed x calves, and (3) DCA x calves. Inclusion of additional
parameters in the models (such as season or group size) was not possible due to paucity of
data. Input variables were standardised using Gelman’s (2008) approach, to obtain parameter
estimates of numerical variables (i.e., distance of closest approach and speed) on a
comparable scale (Grueber et al. 2011).
Model selection showed, consistent with the previous analysis, that behaviour was an
important predictor of whistle rate, as it was included in all ten top ranked models (Table
3.6). In spite of relatively high model selection uncertainty, there was strong empirical
support for models including tour boat scenario (accumulating a weight of at least 89%). The
best model (w = 45%) included this factor in interaction with presence of calves. Tour boat
speed in relation to calves was included in the three best models, and thus was considered to
be a good predictor of whistle rate.
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Table 3.6. Results from model selection analysis examining the effects of tour boat speed and
distance of closest approach on whistle rate, using ‘tour boat audible’ samples only. Models are
ranked from best to worst using ∆AICc scores. Only the top ranked models (∆AICc <7) are shown.
‘+’ and ’*’ signs between factors in models indicate absence or presence of interaction, respectively;
‘df’ = degrees of freedom, ‘logLik’ = log likelihood, ‘∆AICc’ = difference in AICc score between i th
model and best model in set; ‘wi’ = Akaike weight; ‘acc. wi’ = accumulated weight; ‘Li’ = model
likelihood given the data. All models included the random effect of ‘group’. Sample size = 75.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Model
beh + TB*calf + TBspeed*calf
beh + TB + TBspeed*calf
beh + TB*calf + TBspeed*calf + DCA
beh + TB
beh + TB + calf
beh + TB + TBspeed*calf + DCA
beh + TB + TBspeed
beh + TB*calf + TBspeed*calf + DCA*calf
beh + TB + DCA + calf
beh + TB + TBspeed + calf

df
13
11
14
8
9
12
9
15
10
10

logLik
35.0
30.7
35.0
25.9
27.0
31.0
26.6
35.2
27.4
27.4

∆ AICc
0.00
2.68
3.01
4.33
4.75
4.99
5.49
5.77
6.54
6.58

wi
0.45
0.12
0.10
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02

acc. wi
0.45
0.57
0.67
0.72
0.77
0.80
0.83
0.86
0.87
0.89

Li
1.00
0.26
0.22
0.11
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.04

‘beh’ = behaviour state of dolphin group; ‘TB’ = tour boat scenario; ‘calf’ = calves; ‘TBspeed’ = tour boat speed,
‘DCA’ = distance of tour boat’s closest approach to dolphins.

The focus of this second analysis was to provide further insights into how tour boat
behaviour, namely speed and proximity to dolphins, affected dolphins’ whistle rates. Modelaveraged estimates showed that the distance of closest approach did not influence whistle
rate (Table 3.7, Fig.3.3). Boat speed, however, had a strong effect on rates, particularly on
groups with calves. While groups without calves decreased their whistle rate when tour boat
speed was higher, groups with calves reacted in the opposite way (and more strongly), by
increasing their whistle rate when tour boats were faster.
Contrary to the previous analysis, socialising had no detectable effect on whistle rates. This
could be because 70% of the samples in which dolphins were socialising were samples in
which tour boats were not audible. Thus, this second analysis had few data on whistle rates
while socialising, and differences were not detected.
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Table 3.7. Model-averaged estimates for the analysis of whistle rate using ‘tour boat audible’
samples only. Listed are the regression coefficient and its unconditional SE and 95% CI. Reference
categories: Travelling (behaviour), ‘200A’ (RV stage), ‘no calves’ (group composition) and AUDbef
(tour boat scenario). Statistically significant predictors are in bold.
Parameter
(Intercept)
beh.DIV
beh.MIL
beh.SOC
calf
TB.AUDia
TB.AUDaft
TBspeed
calf:TBspeed
calf:TB.AUDia
calf:TB.AUDaft
DCA
calf:DCA

Coefficient
0.01
0.04
0.32
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.10
-0.12
0.39
0.33
0.13
-0.03
0.08

SE
0.05
0.08
0.07
0.11
0.08
0.09
0.06
0.06
0.12
0.12
0.09
0.07
0.13

95% CI
(-0.08 to 0.10)
(-0.11 to 0.19)
(0.18 to 0.45)
(-0.22 to 0.23)
(-0.15 to 0.15)
(-0.12 to 0.22)
(-0.01 to 0.21)
(-0.22 to -0.01)
(0.16 to 0.62)
(0.10 to 0.57)
(-0.04 to 0.30)
(-0.16 to 0.11)
(-0.18 to 0.34)

‘beh’ = behaviour state (DIV = diving, MIL = milling, SOC = socialising); ‘TB’ =
tour boat scenario (AUD = TB audible, ia = ‘interaction’, bef/aft = before/after
closest approach); ‘calf’ = calves present; ‘TBspeed’ = tour boat speed, ‘DCA’ =
distance of tour boat’s closest approach to dolphins.

0.7

Effect size

0.5
0.3
0.1
-0.1
-0.3

Figure 3.3. Visual representation of the effect size of each factor on whistle rates of bottlenose
dolphins in Doubtful Sound, using ‘tour boat audible’ samples only. Points are model-averaged
coefficients; error bars are 95% CI.
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Model-averaged predictions of whistle rate were plotted against tour boat speed in the
presence and absence of calves to test goodness of fit (Fig. 3.4). Indeed, groups with calves
increased their whistle rate when tour boat speed was higher (r2 = 34%), whereas the whistle
rate recorded in groups without calves decreased with increasing speed (r2 = 26%).
Considering the number of known variables affecting whistle rate, the variability inherent in
behavioural data, and the likelihood of unknown variables influencing this response, the r2
value associated with the linear regression (for groups with calves) was high. The models
predicted some values to be <0 (10% of samples for groups with no calves; 8% for groups
with calves). This occurred because the models could not take into account that whistle rate
was a positive continuous variable. In spite of this source of error, the linear regression

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1
0
5
With calves

0.7
#whistles/dolphin/min

# whistles/dolphin/min

equation had an intercept >0 and was still valid for interpretation.

y = 0.02x + 0.00
r² = 0.34

0.6
0.5
0.4

y = -0.01x + 0.16
r² = 0.26

0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1

10

15

20

Tour boat speed (knots)

25

30

0

5

No calves

10

15

20

25

30

Tour boat speed (knots)

Figure 3.4. Model-averaged predictions of whistle rate plotted against tour boat speed in presence
(left) and absence (right) of calves. Sample size: n = 32 (‘with calves); n = 43 (‘no calves’).

3.4.4. Effects of vessels on rates of particular whistle types
A total of 3640 whistles were detected in the 160 acoustic samples extracted for contour
analysis (see Table 3.2 for types of contour). Of those whistles, 93.5% (N=3402) were
assigned a particular contour. Further analyses on the effects of vessels on the rates of
particular whistle types were performed only for the most common calls: up-sweep (‘up’),
down-sweep (‘down’) and hill-down calls (Fig. 3.5, 3.6). In addition, ‘multi-up’ and ‘multidown’ calls were combined to be analysed as calls with multiple inflections regardless of
whether the ending frequency was higher or lower than the starting frequency.
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30
% of whistles

25

830

20

571

567

481

15
246

10

137

5

193

170

207

0

Whistle type

Figure 3.5. Relative frequency distribution of whistle contours recorded for bottlenose dolphins in
Doubtful Sound. Data labels represent sample size. Total n = 3402.

General linear mixed models (GLMM) with Gaussian distributions were fitted to data on
rates of each of the four whistle types (# whistles/dolphin/minute) to perform four individual
AIC analyses. The aim of this question was not to investigate whether dolphins whistled
more or less often in response to vessels, but rather, to assess whether different whistle
contours were preferentially used in different scenarios. Therefore, only samples with overall
whistle rate > 0 (n = 116, i.e., 74% of the samples) were included in the analysis. The
predictor variables included in the models were the same as for the analysis of overall
whistle rate (section 3.4.2).
‘Up’

‘Down’

‘Hill-down’

‘Multi’

Frequency (Hz)

Time (s)

Figure 3.6. Examples of the four types of whistle contours used in the analysis of rates of particular
whistles.
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Model selection showed that behaviour was the strongest predictor for rates of up, down and
multiple-inflection calls (Table 3.8). In the case of down calls, the strongest predictors were
both behaviour and tour boats, as the two best models included tour boat scenario (with an
accumulated weight of 97%). Hill-down calls did not seem to be significantly influenced by
any of the factors included in the models. The effect of the RV seemed to be weak in the case
of up-call rates, and negligible in the other calls.

Table 3.8. Model selection results examining the effects of vessels on rates of particular whistles.
Models are ranked from best to worst using ∆AICc scores. Only the top ranked models (∆AICc <7)
are shown. ‘+’ and ’*’ signs between factors in models indicate absence or presence of interaction,
respectively; ‘df’ = degrees of freedom, ‘logLik’ = log likelihood, ‘∆AICc’ = difference in AICc
score between ith model best model in set; ‘wi’ = Akaike weight; ‘acc. wi’ = accumulated weight; ‘Li’
= model likelihood given the data. All models included the random effect of ‘group’. Sample size =
116.
UP

DOWN

HILL-down

MULTI

Rank
1
2
3
4
Rank
1
2
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Rank
1
2
3
4

Model
beh
beh + calf
beh + RV + calf
beh + RV
Model
beh + TB
beh + TB + calf
Model
null model
calf
beh
beh + calf
beh + TB
TB
TB + calf
Model
beh
beh + calf
beh + TB
beh + TB + calf

df
6
7
11
10
df
11
12
df
3
4
6
7
11
8
9
df
6
7
11
12

logLik
207.0
207.6
211.2
209.5
logLik
167.7
167.9
logLik
170.7
171.2
173.2
173.5
176.8
173.2
174.0
logLik
162.2
162.8
165.0
165.8

∆ AICc
0.00
1.05
3.22
4.32
∆ AICc
0.00
2.18
∆ AICc
0.00
1.11
1.65
3.30
6.06
6.07
6.98
∆ AICc
0.00
1.06
6.26
6.99

wi
0.51
0.30
0.10
0.06
wi
0.72
0.24
wi
0.42
0.24
0.18
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.01
wi
0.59
0.34
0.03
0.02

acc. wi
0.51
0.81
0.91
0.97
acc. wi
0.72
0.97
acc. wi
0.42
0.66
0.84
0.92
0.94
0.96
0.98
acc. wi
0.59
0.93
0.96
0.97

Li
1.00
0.59
0.20
0.12
Li
1.00
0.34
Li
1.00
0.57
0.44
0.19
0.05
0.05
0.03
Li
1.00
0.59
0.04
0.03

‘beh’ = behaviour state of dolphin group; ‘RV’ = stage of RV in the staged approach; ‘TB’ = tour boat scenario;
‘calf’ = calves.
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Model-averaged estimates (Table 3.9) showed that rates of up, down and ‘multi’ calls were
significantly higher when dolphins were milling and socialising, compared to travelling.
Tour boats only affected rates of down calls, which increased considerably in groups with no
calves during dolphin-tour boat interactions (boats <200m of dolphins), in relation to the
control scenario. The RV had no measurable effect on any of the whistle rates.
Table 3.9. Model-averaged estimates for the effect of each parameter on rates of up, down, hill-down
and multi-inflexion calls, listing the regression coefficient and its unconditional SE and 95% CI.
Reference categories: travelling (behaviour), RV only (control tour boat scenario), ‘200A’ (RV
stage), and ‘no calves’ (group composition). Statistically significant estimates are in bold. Missing
parameters (e.g., tour boat factors in up calls) were missing in top-ranked models.
Parameter
(Intercept)
beh.DIV
beh.MIL
beh.SOC
calf
RV.100A
RV.20C
RV.100R
RV.200R

c
0.03
0.02
0.05
0.05
-0.01
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.00

Up calls
SE
95% CI
0.01
(0.01 to 0.04)
0.01
(0.00 to 0.05)
0.01
(0.02 to 0.07)
0.02
(0.01 to 0.08)
0.01
(-0.03 to 0.01)
0.01
(-0.02 to 0.03)
0.01
(0.00 to 0.05)
0.01
(-0.01 to 0.04)
0.02
(-0.03 to 0.03)

c
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.05
-0.01
-0.01
-0.01
0.04
0.01
-0.01

Hill-down calls
SE
95% CI
0.01
(0.01 to 0.05)
0.02
(-0.03 to 0.04)
0.02
(-0.01 to 0.05)
0.02
(0.00 to 0.09)
0.01
(-0.04 to 0.01)
0.02
(-0.04 to 0.03)
0.02
(-0.05 to 0.02)
0.02
(0.00 to 0.08)
0.02
(-0.02 to 0.04)
0.02
(-0.05 to 0.03)

Parameter
(Intercept)
beh.DIV
beh.MIL
beh.SOC
calf
TB.NAUDbef
TB.AUDbef
TB.AUDia
TB.AUDaft
TB.NAUDaft

Parameter
(Intercept)
beh.DIV
beh.MIL
beh.SOC
calf
TB.NAUDbef
TB.AUDbef
TB.AUDia
TB.AUDaft
TB.NAUDaft
Parameter
(Intercept)
beh.DIV
beh.MIL
beh.SOC
calf
TB.NAUDbef
TB.AUDbef
TB.AUDia
TB.AUDaft
TB.NAUDaft

c
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.07
0.01
0.01
-0.02
0.08
0.01
-0.02

Down calls
SE
95% CI
0.01 (-0.01 to 0.04)
0.02 (-0.02 to 0.05)
0.02 (0.04 to 0.10)
0.02 (0.02 to 0.12)
0.01 (-0.02 to 0.03)
0.02 (-0.04 to 0.05)
0.02 (-0.06 to 0.01)
0.02 (0.04 to 0.12)
0.02 (-0.02 to 0.04)
0.02 (-0.06 to 0.02)

Multi-inflexion calls
c
SE
95% CI
0.01
0.01 (-0.01 to 0.03)
0.00
0.02 (-0.03 to 0.04)
0.06
0.02 (0.02 to 0.09)
0.06
0.03 (0.01 to 0.11)
0.01
0.01 (-0.01 to 0.04)
-0.01 0.02 (-0.05 to 0.03)
-0.02 0.02 (-0.06 to 0.01)
-0.01 0.02 (-0.05 to 0.04)
0.02
0.02 (-0.01 to 0.05)
-0.01 0.02 (-0.06 to 0.03)

‘beh’ = behaviour state (DIV = diving, MIL = milling, SOC = socialising); ‘TB’ = tour boat scenario (NAUD = TB
not audible, AUD = TB audible, ia = ‘interaction’, bef/aft = before/after closest approach); ‘RV’ = RV stage
(100A, 20C, 100R, 200R); ‘calf’ = calves present.
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3.4.5. Effects of vessels on whistle parameters
A total of 3583 whistles were used to investigate potential modification of whistle properties
to avoid noise. The following whistle parameters were analysed: whistle duration (s), lower
and upper frequencies (kHz), and peak frequency (kHz). All four parameters satisfied model
assumptions of normality, linearity and homogeneity of variance. Thus, linear mixed models
(LMM) with Gaussian distributions were fitted to data to perform four individual AIC
analyses. The sample size for peak frequency (n = 1600) was smaller due to many whistles
overlapping with other calls of higher maximum amplitudes (in which case peak frequency
could not be detected in the whistle of interest).
The predictor variables used to build the different models included: tour boat scenario, RV
stage, behaviour state, and presence/absence of calves. Since the aim of these analyses was to
focus on the effects of noise on whistle properties, the factors describing tour boat and RV
scenarios were based solely on noise levels, disregarding the before/after comparisons. Tour
boats were considerably slower during dolphin-boat interactions (tour boats <200m from
dolphins) than before and after (>200m from dolphins) (Fig.3.7). At such speeds, dolphins
would receive lower noise levels from tour boats in spite of closer proximity to the boats
(indeed, tour boats were noticeably louder in part of the ‘AUDbef’ and ‘AUDaft’ samples
than in the ‘IA’ samples, pers. obs.). Thus, tour boats were classified as not audible
(‘NAUD’; n = 2355), audible at >200m (‘AUD’; n = 966) or audible at <200m (interaction,
‘IA’; n = 261). Similarly, the RV stage included 200m, 100m and 20m stages. In addition to
those variables, two 2-way interaction terms were included to investigate responses to boat
noise in groups with and without calves: (1) tour boat x calves, and (2) RV x calves.

Boat speed (knots)

20
15

31

29

10
17
5
0
AUDbef

IA
Tour boat

AUDaft

Figure 3.7. Average tour boat speed at <200m from dolphins (‘interaction’, IA) and at >200m
(AUDbef and AUDaft). Error bars are 95% CI; numbers above error bars represent sample size.
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Model selection indicated that the effect of tour boats and RV in relation to calf presence
were important predictors of the variability of all measured whistle parameters (Table 3.10).
Models excluding the term tour boat*calves had no empirical support (w <0.01) in all
analyses of frequency characteristics of whistles, and little support in the analysis of whistle
duration (with the models including tour boat*calves accumulating a weight of 87%). The
RV effect was also included in all the top ranked models, but there was considerable
uncertainty in the importance of its dependence on calf presence. Models including the
group’s behaviour state had strong empirical support in the cases of upper frequency and
peak frequency, but not in the case of whistle duration or lower frequency.
Table 3.10. Model selection results examining the effects of vessel noise on whistle parameters.
Models are ranked from best to worst using ∆AICc scores. Only top ranked models ((∆AICc <7) are
shown. ‘+’ and ’*’ signs between factors in models indicate absence or presence of interaction,
respectively; ‘F’ = frequency (kHz) ‘df’ = degrees of freedom, ‘logLik’ = log likelihood, ‘∆AICc’ =
difference in AICc score between ith model best model in set; ‘wi’ = Akaike weight; ‘acc. wi’ =
accumulated weight; ‘Li’ = model likelihood given the data. All models included the random effect of
‘group’.
Duration Rank
1
2
3
4
5
Lower F Rank
1
2
3
Upper F Rank
1
2
3
Peak F
Rank
1
2

Model
TB*calf + RV
TB*calf + RV*calf
RV
beh + TB*calf + RV
RV*calf
Model
TB*calf + RV*calf
TB*calf + RV
beh + TB*calf + RV*calf
Model
beh + TB*calf + RV*calf
beh + TB*calf + RV
beh + TB*calf
Model
beh + TB*calf + RV
beh + TB*calf + RV*calf

df
10
12
5
13
6
df
12
10
15
df
15
13
11
df
13
15

logLik
-2645.0
-2645.0
-2652.6
-2644.6
-2652.5
logLik
-8342.8
-8345.5
-8342.6
logLik
-9798.6
-9800.8
-9805.1
logLik
-3969.8
-3968.8

∆ AICc
0.00
3.95
5.00
5.09
6.99
∆ AICc
0.00
1.47
5.67
∆ AICc
0.00
0.45
5.12
∆ AICc
0.00
2.20

w
0.71
0.10
0.06
0.06
0.02
w
0.64
0.31
0.04
w
0.53
0.42
0.04
w
0.74
0.25

acc. w
0.71
0.81
0.87
0.92
0.94
acc. w
0.64
0.94
0.98
acc. w
0.53
0.96
1.00
acc. w
0.74
0.99

L
1.00
0.14
0.08
0.08
0.03
L
1.00
0.48
0.06
L
1.00
0.80
0.08
L
1.00
0.33

‘beh’ = behaviour state of dolphin group; ‘RV’ = stage of RV in the staged approach; ‘TB’ = tour boat scenario;
‘calf’ = calves.
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Model-averaged estimates showed that tour boats and the RV affected the whistle duration
and frequency characteristics of dolphins, and that groups with and without calves responded
very differently to vessel noise (Summary Table 3.11, Fig. 3.8A-D, Table 3.12). In absence
of calves, all significant reactions in whistle frequency to situations with increased noise
levels (whether caused by tour boats or the RV) involved a shift to lower frequency bands.
When calves were present, however, increased boat noise resulted in whistles shifting to
higher frequencies. Interestingly, in the control situation (no audible tour boats and RV at its
furthest stage), groups with calves produced whistles with lower peak and low frequencies
than groups without calves (Fig. 3.8B and C), although there were no detectable differences
in whistle duration or upper frequency. Regarding the effect of boat noise on whistle
duration, groups with calves produced longer whistles when tour boats were at <200m of the
dolphins, whereas groups without calves produced shorter ones (compared to situations in
which tour boats were not audible). Only groups without calves showed changes in whistle
duration in response to RV proximity, producing shorter whistles during the 100m and 20m
stages than at 200m, although these changes were of less magnitude than those caused by
tour boats (Fig. 3.8A). The effects of tour boats on whistle frequencies were stronger than
those of the RV, except for the case of lower frequency in the absence of calves. Differences
caused by behaviour state were not significant, except for a lower peak frequency in whistles
of diving groups.
Table 3.11. Summary of the effects of vessel noise on whistle parameters of bottlenose dolphins. The
direction of the effect is represented for significant model-averaged coefficients only (positive effect:
red arrow, negative effect: green arrow, no significant change: ‘=’). Detailed estimates are shown in
Table 3.12.
Reference:
TB.NAUD,
RV.200m
Duration

Calves absent

Calves present

TB.AUD

TB.IA

RV.100m RV.20m TB.AUD

TB.IA

RV.100m RV.20m

=

↑

↓

↓

=

↓

=

=

Lower Frequency

=

↓

↓

↓

↑

↑

=

↑

Upper Frequency

↓

=

=

↓

↑

=

↑

=

Peak Frequency

↓

↓

↓

↓

↑

↑

=

=

‘TB’ = tour boat (‘NAUD’ = not audible; ‘AUD’ = audible <200m of dolphins; ‘IA’ = audible <200m of dolphins);
‘RV’ = distance of RV to dolphins (200m, 100m, 20m).
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A) 0.4

3.0
2.0

0.1

1.0

Effect size

0.2
0.0

0.0

-0.2

-2.0

-0.3

-3.0

-0.4

-4.0

Lower Frequency

D) 3.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

0.0
-1.0

Peak frequency

-1.0

-0.1

C) 3.0

Effect size

B) 4.0

Effect size

Effect size

0.3

Whistle duration

Upper Frequency

0.0

-1.0

-2.0

-2.0

-3.0

-3.0

‘beh’ = behaviour state (DIV = diving, MIL = milling, SOC = socialising); ‘TB’ = tour boat (‘NAUD’ = not audible;
‘AUD’ = audible <200m of dolphins; ‘IA’ = audible <200m of dolphins); ‘RV’ = distance of RV to dolphins (200m,
100m, 20m); ‘calf’ = calves present.

Figure 3.8. Visual representation of the effect size of each factor on whistle parameters of bottlenose
dolphins in Doubtful Sound. Whistle parameters include (A) duration, (B) peak frequency, (C) lower
frequency and (D) upper frequency. Points are model-averaged coefficients; error bars are 95% CI.
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Table 3.12. Model-averaged estimates for the analysis of whistle parameters, listing the regression
coefficient with its unconditional SE and 95% CI. Reference categories: travelling (behaviour), ‘not
audible’ (tour boat scenario), ‘200m’ (RV stage), and ‘no calves’ (group composition). Statistically
significant estimates are in bold.
Duration (s)
Parameter
(Intercept)
calf
TB.AUD
TB.IA
RV.100m
RV.20m
calf:TB.AUD
calf:TB.IA
calf:RV.100m
calf:RV.20m
beh.DIV
beh.MIL
beh.SOC

c
0.72
0.00
-0.01
0.17
-0.10
-0.14
0.08
-0.22
0.02
0.01
-0.02
0.01
0.01

SE
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.09
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.05

95% CI
(0.64 to 0.80)
(-0.09 to 0.09)
(-0.09 to 0.07)
(0.02 to 0.31)
(-0.16 to -0.04)
(-0.21 to -0.08)
(-0.02 to 0.18)
(-0.39 to -0.05)
(-0.10 to 0.13)
(-0.11 to 0.13)
(-0.10 to 0.05)
(-0.05 to 0.07)
(-0.08 to 0.11)

Peak Frequency (kHz)
c
11.84
-0.97
-1.58
-1.55
-0.97
-0.98
2.01
1.66
0.65
0.28
-1.43
0.01
-0.37

Lower Frequency (kHz)
Parameter
(Intercept)
calf
TB.AUD
TB.IA
RV.100m
RV.20m
calf:TB.AUD
calf:TB.IA
calf:RV.100m
calf:RV.20m
beh.DIV
beh.MIL
beh.SOC

c
8.84
-0.82
-0.17
-0.81
-0.80
-0.94
0.90
1.84
0.43
0.74
-0.03
0.00
0.13

SE
0.23
0.27
0.22
0.36
0.20
0.24
0.27
0.44
0.29
0.32
0.19
0.16
0.26

95% CI
(8.40 to 9.29)
(-1.36 to -0.28)
(-0.60 to 0.25)
(-1.52 to -0.11)
(-1.18 to -0.41)
(-1.41 to -0.48)
(0.37 to 1.43)
(0.98 to 2.70)
(-0.14 to 1.01)
(0.12 to 1.37)
(-0.40 to 0.33)
(-0.32 to 0.31)
(-0.39 to 0.65)

SE
0.35
0.43
0.39
0.61
0.30
0.29
0.46
0.75
0.50
0.53
0.30
0.27
0.41

95% CI
(11.15 to 12.53)
(-1.82 to -0.13)
(-2.34 to -0.82)
(-2.75 to -0.35)
(-1.57 to -0.38)
(-1.55 to -0.40)
(1.11 to 2.91)
(0.19 to 3.12)
(-0.33 to 1.64)
(-0.76 to 1.32)
(-2.02 to -0.83)
(-0.52 to 0.54)
(-1.18 to 0.43)

Upper Frequency (kHz)
c
14.74
-0.50
-1.38
-0.55
-0.23
-0.62
2.02
-0.12
0.94
0.50
-0.43
0.47
0.75

SE
0.41
0.50
0.36
0.58
0.34
0.30
0.43
0.69
0.46
0.50
0.28
0.25
0.41

95% CI
(13.95 to 15.53)
(-1.47 to 0.47)
(-2.08 to -0.67)
(-1.68 to 0.58)
(-0.91 to 0.44)
(-1.22 to -0.03)
(1.18 to 2.86)
(-1.47 to 1.22)
(0.03 to 1.84)
(-0.47 to 1.47)
(-0.99 to 0.12)
(-0.02 to 0.96)
(-0.05 to 1.55)

‘beh’ = behaviour state (DIV = diving, MIL = milling, SOC = socialising); ‘TB’ = tour boat (‘NAUD’ = not
audible; ‘AUD’ = audible <200m of dolphins; ‘IA’ = audible <200m of dolphins); ‘RV’ = distance of RV
to dolphins (200m, 100m, 20m); ‘calf’ = calves present.
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3.5. DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that the vocal behaviour of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound is
affected by boats, and that groups with and without calves respond very differently to boat
presence and noise. Dolphins adopt different strategies to deal with noise and boat
disturbance. Although the full biological implications of changes in vocalisation rates and
whistle parameters are uncertain, these changes help us understand human impacts on this
wild population and aid formulation of management recommendations.
3.5.1. Effects of tour boats on the acoustic behaviour of dolphins
While overall whistle rates were unaffected by tour boats in groups with no calves, groups
with calves whistled more often when tour boats were within 200m and while boats were
audible and leaving (i.e., after their closest approach). Furthermore, while groups with no
calves had lower whistle rates when tour boats had higher speeds (and were therefore
louder), groups with calves responded with higher whistling rates to increasing speeds of
tour boats. An increase in vocalisation rate in response to boat noise had been previously
showed in a study on the bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound (Dawson et al. 1995), which
found that the rate of whistles and one type of burst-pulsed calls increased as boats became
audible in the presence of dolphins, and that call rates remained high even after interactions
with boats. In this case, however, no distinction was made between groups with or without
calves. The present study has shown the importance of considering the presence of dependent
young animals in the analysis of reactions to boat noise, suggesting a greater responsiveness
of this demographic group to anthropogenic impacts.
Several causes have been suggested for elevated vocalisation rates in presence of boats, such
as altered group cohesion, an increased motivation for individuals to stay close together, and
heightened arousal (Scarpaci et al. 2000; Van Parijs & Corkeron 2001a; Buckstaff 2004;
Hawkins and Gartside 2009). The decrease in whistle rates in groups without calves when
boats are louder (i.e., faster) suggests that elevated vessel noise interferes with
communication and/or increases its cost. When calves are present, however, there may be an
increased need for animals to maintain or re-establish acoustic contact, in spite of the
potential cost to communication. For dolphins, acoustics form the primary channel for
communication, particularly in murky or dark waters, as is the case of Fiordland. Whistles
appear to be used as contact calls, with important functions in facilitating inter-individual
communication and maintaining group structure (Caldwell et al. 1990; Janik & Slater 1998).
In captivity, bottlenose dolphin mothers and calves whistle more often when separated
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(McCowan & Reiss 1995; Smolker et al. 1993). A behavioural study on this population
(Chapter 2) showed that group cohesion of groups with calves is reduced when tour boats are
audible, due to mother-calf pairs typically moving away from the boats while the rest of the
group did not. Increased vocalisation in groups with calves when boats were audible and
leaving are therefore very likely to reflect a need to re-establish impaired cohesion between
mother-calf pairs and/or with the rest of the group. Additionally, that whistle rate is strongly
affected by boat speed suggests that noise is an important disturbance to communication, and
that increased signal repetition may be used to partially compensate for signal masking at
high noise levels.
Although some studies have found no changes in communication rates in response to tour
vessels (Lemon et al. 2006), an increase in rates seems to be a common response in dolphins.
In Port Phillip Bay, Australia, bottlenose dolphins whistled more often in the presence of
swim-with-dolphin boat operators (Scarpaci et al. 2000). Bottlenose dolphins in Sarasota
Bay (Florida, USA) increased their whistle rate at the onset of a boat’s passage, and then
decreased during and after interactions (Buckstaff 2004). Hawkins and Gartside (2009) found
that indo-pacific bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) had high whistle repetition rates
during interactive behaviours with boats, such as bow and wake riding. Non-delphinid
cetaceans, on the other hand, have been found to decrease their overall calling rate in
response to vessel noise: beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas) called less often when boats
approached (Lesage et al. 1999), and North Atlantic right whales (Eubalaena glacialis)
decreased their call rate in conditions of high shipping noise (Parks et al. 2007). Very few
studies have previously investigated the effect of calf presence on the vocal reaction to boat
noise. One exception is a study on Pacific humpback dolphins (Sousa chinensis) by Van
Parijs & Corkeron (2001a), who found that dolphins whistled more often after a boat had
passed by, and that – in agreement with the present study – this reaction was much stronger
when calves were present.
As expected, whistle rates of dolphin groups varied significantly with behaviour context
(Fig. 3.6A). These findings are consistent with other studies on different species of dolphins
(Van Parijs & Corkeron 2001b; Jones & Sayigh 2002; Lemon et al. 2006; Hernandez et al.
2010; Henderson et al. 2012). Whistle rates were highest when dolphins were socialising and
milling, highlighting that whistles are used for communication. Rates of particular whistles
also varied with behaviour: socialising and milling groups had significantly higher rates of
up-sweep, down-sweep and multiple-inflexion calls than diving or travelling groups.
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Although the overall whistle rate was not affected by tour boats in groups without calves, the
rate of their down-sweep calls did increase when boats were within 200m of the dolphins,
indicating a shift in the prevalence of those particular calls. Although the meaning of such
calls is unknown, this may again reflect the adoption of different strategies to deal with boat
presence and noise by groups with and without calves. Changes in particular types of calls
have been documented in beluga whales (Lesage et al. 1991), which showed brief increases
in the rates of falling whistles in response to vessel noise.
Whistle characteristics changed when tour boats were audible. A quantitative study of the
Fiordland underwater environment measured the acoustic characteristics of vessels operating
in Fiordland (Dawson et al. 1995). Tour boats produced sound levels that were audible to
dolphins over ranges of many kilometres. The three large tour boats recorded (of which one
still operates in Doubtful Sound) had similar broadband source levels, of 170-174 dB re
1μPa@1m (e.g., Fig. 3.9). This study found that there was little anthropogenic noise in
Fiordland above 20 kHz, and thus masking of echolocation clicks (which have maximum
energy at 120-130 kHz) was improbable. Whistles, however, had important overlaps with
boat noise, and some masking was likely. In the present study, the fundamental frequency of
whistles recorded in the absence of boat noise ranged from 0.9 to 24 kHz, with an average
peak frequency at 10.55 kHz (CV = 0.29), average min. frequency of 8.22 kHz (CV = 0.32),
and average max. frequency of 14.70 kHz (CV = 0.28), thus resulting in an important overlap
with boat noise.

Figure 3.9. Spectrum (SPL vs. frequency) and acoustic characteristics of one of the tour boats
operating in Doubtful Sound, recorded at cruising speed (11kn) and at a 191m range (from Dawson et
al. 1995). SPL = sound pressure level. SPLs (re 1 μPa2/Hz) are source levels standardised to a range
of 1m. This vessel (the 38m twin screw ‘Fiordland Navigator’) accounted for approx. 20% of tour
boat-dolphin interactions.
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Groups with and without calves showed opposite reactions in whistle adaptations to tour boat
noise. When tour boats were audible, groups without calves produced whistles shifted
towards lower frequency bands, while groups with calves shifted towards higher frequencies.
In addition, when tour boats were within 200m, groups without calves produced longer
whistles while groups with calves produced shorter ones. Boat noise overlaps with dolphin
vocalisations, and is thus likely to reduce the range at which whistles can be heard by
conspecifics (Jensen et al. 2009), and may, at high source levels, mask some dolphin signals.
Dolphins may modulate their vocalisations to avoid bandwidths of loudest ambient noise or
to increase communication range. Adjusting whistle duration may also be a mechanism to
maximise communication success.
The opposite reactions to noise by groups with and without calves may be driven by two
factors: (1) the requirement for different forms of contact between mothers and their
dependent calves and (2), the biological limitations on hearing and sound production of
calves. Low frequency sounds travel longer distances than higher frequency sounds.
Therefore, producing long whistles of lower frequency may help groups with no calves to
reach all members of the group in a noisy environment, to maintain group communication
and cohesion. When calves are present, however, the dolphins shift to shorter whistles of
higher frequencies. This might be a more effective way to increase communication success
over short-range distances, such as between mothers and their calves or among mother-calf
pairs. In addition, calves, due to their smaller size, are likely to have better hearing at higher
frequencies (e.g., Nachtigall et al. 2005). This may favour a shift up in frequency, rather than
down, when noise prevents communication in usual frequency bands. That groups with
calves actually produced whistles with lower peak and low frequencies in the absence of
boats (compared to groups without calves) implies a substantial change in the direction
opposite to that expected. In any case, even if it’s not possible to determine the biological
meaning of the observed whistle modifications, it is evident that such changes reflect a
deviation from optimal communication conditions and may also result in some energetic
cost. Whether these short-term impacts result in long-term adaptations, stress, or biological
consequences remains unknown for now.
Few marine mammal studies have investigated modifications to vocalisations in response to
vessel noise, but it seems evident that there is an impact. Belugas, for example, produce calls
of increased frequency (Lesage et al. 1999) and sound level (Scheifele et al. 2005) when
vessel noise is higher. North Atlantic right whales shift the frequency of their calls upwards
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to reduce interference with elevated low-frequency shipping noise (Parks et al. 2007). A
study on indo-pacific bottlenose dolphins (Morisaka et al. 2005) found that dolphins
produced whistles of lower frequencies and fewer frequency modulations in habitats where
boat noise was highest. This study, however, compared whistles among three populations
exposed to different levels of ambient noise. Thus, the observed differences in vocalisations
could reflect variation among populations rather than responses to a noisier acoustic
environment per se. Another study on bottlenose dolphins found no significant changes in
the duration or frequency range of signature whistles in response to vessel noise (Buckstaff
2004). Signature whistles, however, may not be the best indicators of impacts of boat noise.
These whistles are individually distinctive calls that are stable over time (Sayigh et al. 1990)
and used for identity recognition; thus, dolphins may be less prone to change these whistles
than other communication signals. More research into the effects of anthropogenic noise on
the vocalisation properties of marine mammals is necessary to understand the constraints on
communication.
One potential source of bias in this type of study is that if vessel noise is loud enough, it may
mask some vocalisations, resulting in an underestimation of whistle rate when boats are
audible. The results from this study indicated an increase in whistle rate in some scenarios in
which vessel noise was actually higher (i.e., during dolphin-boat interactions, after a boat’s
closest approach and at higher boat speeds, in the case of groups with calves). This suggests
that masking effects of signals in the spectrograms were small, and that this error would have
underestimated the disturbance of vessels on the acoustic behaviour of dolphins.
3.5.2. Effects of the research vessel on the acoustic behaviour of dolphins
In contrast to tour boats, the RV had no measureable effect on overall vocalisation rates or
rates of particular types of whistles. This supports our expectation that a quiet four-stroke
engine, if used sensitively, would have little impact on the dolphins’ communication. The
RV did affect, however, the properties of whistles during the closer stages of the encounter
(i.e., at 100m and 20m), suggesting that even low noise levels can disturb the communication
environment. The overall effect of the RV on whistle properties was of noticeably less
magnitude than that caused by tour boats, particularly in the presence of calves. It is worth
noting that the data for the different RV stages was quite balanced (with 23%, 40% and 37%
of whistle samples available for the 200m, 100m and 20m stages, respectively) whereas data
on the different tour boat scenarios were highly skewed, with 65% of samples for the control
(‘no tour boat’ scenario), 27% for the ‘audible tour boat’ scenario and 7% for the
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‘interaction’. This resulted in a higher statistical power to detect changes caused by the RV
than by the tour boats. Overall, these results suggest that tour boats (which have higher noise
levels than the RV) have considerably higher short-term effects on the acoustic behaviour of
dolphins than the RV.

3.5.3. General conclusions
The study of vocal behaviour of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound revealed that boats
have an immediate effect on vocalisation rates and whistle properties of dolphins, and that
groups with calves are particularly sensitive to boat disturbance and noise. The different
strategies adopted by groups with and without calves are likely to reflect a trade-off between
an increased need for vocal contact when calves are present and the limitations and/or costs
of communicating in a noisy environment. If calves are present, the need for communication
seems to outweigh those restrictions, as it becomes crucial to re-establish and maintain
contact between mother-calf pairs or with the rest of the group after a reduction in group
cohesion. This study provides evidence that dolphins modify their vocal signals to improve
communication efficiency.
The ultimate consequences of short-term vessel impacts on dolphins are difficult to predict or
assess. Adaptation of vocal behaviour to deal with masking vessel noise is likely to involve
some form of energetic or physiological cost (Tyack 2000), though currently this cannot be
measured. Nevertheless, the information gained on short-term impacts and what
anthropogenic factors are influential is very useful. This information provides a basis for
evidence-based management recommendations for the tourism industry in Doubtful Sound.
The ultimate goal of these strategies should be the long-term health of the population of
bottlenose dolphins inhabiting the fiord.
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Chapter 4
Impacts of vessels on bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound:
effectiveness of management and next steps for mitigation

4.1. ABSTRACT
Doubtful Sound, where boat-based scenic cruises take place year round, is one of the most
famous tourist destinations in New Zealand. This fiord is also home to a small and
endangered population of bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), one of the natural assets
for the local tourism industry. Disturbance of dolphin behaviour due to boat presence was
first reported in 2002 (Lusseau 2002a; b). A voluntary code of conduct was implemented in
2008 to alleviate tourism impacts, establishing guidelines to leave dolphin encounters to
chance and restricting vessel traffic in areas of critical habitat. In this chapter I evaluate the
effectiveness of these measures, show that the extent of interactions in Doubtful Sound has
decreased substantially since the previous study, and that dolphins spend proportionately
more time in areas where vessel traffic is restricted. This evidence shows that science-based
management can mitigate potential long-term impacts of tourism. Nevertheless, assessment
of the current vessel impacts on this population of dolphins (Chapters 2 and 3) showed that
boats affected the cohesion and communication of dolphins, and that groups with calves
were especially responsive. Thus, because the population is small and has a history of low
calf survival, and because groups with calves are particularly sensitive to boats, I believe it is
important to further reduce current anthropogenic impacts. Management recommendations
are provided to do so.
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4.2. INTRODUCTION
An increased demand for interactions with cetaceans in the wild has created an economic
opportunity for the tourism industry, resulting in a very rapid growth worldwide in the last
two decades (Buckley 2009). Such growth is not without biological cost; a wide range of
detrimental effects of tourism on whales and dolphins has been demonstrated. Measuring
these impacts is critical for appropriate management, but translation of research findings into
effective legislation often lags far behind research itself.
Mitigation of tourism impacts on whales and dolphins poses two main challenges. The first is
that while it is relatively easy to measure short-term impacts on behaviour, it is extremely
difficult to determine the biological consequences of those effects and how they affect a
population in the long-term. Without an understanding of long-term impacts, it is challenging
to translate scientific findings into appropriate management recommendations that would
result in the long-term conservation of a population. Is it still possible to aid management
decisions with a good understanding of short-term impacts only? Even if the biological
consequences of short-term impacts are poorly understood, it seems clear that understanding
what factors are likely to aggravate such impacts, and working towards their mitigation, is
likely to alleviate potential long-term effects.
The second challenge arises when science-based recommendations are to be turned into
management strategies. Economic constraints and conflicts of interest between the tourism
industry, conservation scientists and management agencies often result in lack of or
insufficient management (Lück & Higham 2007). Actions taken (if any) typically include a
moratorium on new marine mammal viewing permits, but appropriate actions to reduce
existing impacts of tourism are extremely rare.
Doubtful Sound (Fiordland, New Zealand) is home to a small and endangered population of
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus). It is also one of the most best known naturetourism destinations in New Zealand, and features boat-based scenic cruises year-round. The
impacts of tourism on bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound were first studied between
1999 and 2002 (Lusseau 2003a, b; 2006), showing behaviour disruption due to boat presence
and raising concern that tourism was unsustainable for the population (Lusseau et al. 2006).
Tour boats were shown to reduce the time dolphins spent socialising and resting (Lusseau
2003b), and dive intervals tended to increase in the presence of boats, with males and
females adopting different avoidance strategies of boats (Lusseau 2003a). Spatial data were
used to determine the habitats in Doubtful Sound where critical behaviours most commonly
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took place (Lusseau & Higham 2004), and the New Zealand’s Department of Conservation
(DOC) was advised to create a multi-level marine sanctuary aimed to protect the dolphins
from impacts of tourism. A voluntary Code of Management (COM) to mitigate tour-boat
impacts was implemented in 2008, to which the commercial tour boat operators agreed. The
COM created stipulations to guide boat interactions with dolphins, and established ‘Dolphin
Protection Zones’ (DPZ). The guidelines on how boats can behave around dolphins include
all requirements of the Marine Mammals Protection Regulations (1992), as well as additional
requirements to leave dolphin encounters up to chance, i.e., vessels cannot deviate from their
intended route to encounter dolphins, nor communicate the whereabouts of dolphin groups to
other boats. This means that dolphin-boat interactions may occur only if the dolphins were
on the vessel’s intended path, or the dolphins approach the vessel. The DPZ are areas of
critical habitat where vessel traffic is restricted, which cover a total of 14.1 km2 (10.5% of
the total fiord area). The COM remains voluntary at present, and its effectiveness and longterm benefits are yet to be determined. It should be noted that compliance with voluntary
codes of practice is often poor in other locations (Scarpaci et al. 2003, 2004; Whitt & Read
2006; Wiley et al. 2008).
There are currently nine tour boats operating in Doubtful Sound (of which 5 have marine
mammal viewing permits) and two kayak companies. Two of the tour boats offer day-trips,
while the rest carry out overnight trips of varying duration. The Department of Conservation
investigates tour boat compliance with the COM via ‘mystery shopper’ style compliance
trips. Mystery shoppers observe the behaviour of the vessels during their trip, and make
notes on a number of different aspects related to the COM, including breaches regarding
vessel conduct around the dolphins. Mystery shoppers are also equipped with a GPS device
that records the vessel’s track throughout the Doubtful Sound complex, giving clear and
unbiased data on any incursions into the DPZ (Kinsey, unpublished data). A total of 48
mystery shopper trips were carried out in the last three summer seasons (2010/11, 2011/12,
2012/13) to record vessel adherence with the COM. Operator compliance was high in terms
of vessel conduct around the dolphins (with only 2 breaches observed in the 48 trips).
Breaches into the DPZ were more common, but have decreased over the years (with 40
incursions in 2010/11, 12 in 2011/12 and 8 in 2012/13).
The COM aims to reduce disturbance on the dolphins by reducing the length and number of
dolphin-boat interactions in Doubtful Sound. Such management should be scientifically
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evaluated to measure effectiveness in mitigating the impacts of tourism on dolphins, and to
ascertain whether and how they need to be further developed.
A study using passive acoustic monitoring to document habitat use by bottlenose dolphins in
Doubtful Sound (Elliot et al. 2011) showed that the surveyed sites with the highest use were
within DPZ. These results suggested that the DPZ is appropriately sited, providing the first
indication of the potential benefits of this management tool.
The present study aims to: (1), assess the effectiveness of the current management guidelines
in minimising the impacts of tourism on the bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound, by
examining whether the number and/or duration of interactions has decreased since the
establishment of the COM; and (2), provide science-based recommendations to further
minimise boat disturbance on the dolphins, based on the findings from this chapter and those
presented in chapters 2 and 3.
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4.3. METHODS
Daily boat surveys were conducted in Doubtful Sound (45°20’S, 167°00’E), New Zealand,
where a small population of bottlenose dolphins (c. 60 individuals) is found year-round
(Williams et al. 1993, Brough 2013). Dolphins were observed and acoustically recorded to
obtain data on surface behaviour and communication (see Chapters 2 and 3). Two indicators
were used to assess the effectiveness of current management measures in reducing the
impacts of vessels on the population: (1) the frequency and duration of tour boat-dolphin
interactions, and (2), the proportion of time spent by the dolphins within the DPZ.
4.3.1. Extent of tour boat-dolphin interactions
The number and duration of tour boat-dolphin interactions (defined as situations in which
tour boats were within 200m of the dolphins) were recorded daily. Interactions were only
monitored (i.e., behaviour and acoustic data were collected) if data collection was already
underway when a tour boat came into proximity of the dolphins (see Table 2.1 in Chapter 2).
This allowed for the collection of ‘before’ and ‘after’ data, controlling for the potentially
confounding effects of the research vessel (hereafter, RV) and other boats. Inevitably, several
‘un-monitored’ tour boat-dolphin interactions took place when the RV found the dolphins
with a tour boat already in their proximity. For these situations only a minimum time of
interaction is known.
The average time of interaction included monitored interactions only. However, all
interactions were used to calculate a minimum total time of interaction. These values were
compared to those recorded by Lusseau (2002a) during his research, undertaken from
December 1999 to February 2002, to assess whether the time dolphins were exposed to tour
boats has changed since the implementation of the COM in 2008. It is important to bear in
mind that these are minimum estimates, as not all dolphin-boat interactions would have
occurred in presence of the RV.
Although this study did not aim to investigate tour boat behaviour specifically, basic
information on whether tour boats breached the COM was recorded for every boat-dolphin
interaction. This information included: (1) whether the boat deviated from its line of path to
approach dolphins, and (2), whether the boat entered the DPZ when dolphins were there, and
if so, at what estimated speed.
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4.3.2. Time spent in the Dolphin Protection Zones
The proportion of time spent by the dolphins within the DPZ was estimated in relation to
total research time. The unavoidable assumption is that the presence of the RV did not affect
this proportion.

4.4. RESULTS
4.4.1. Extent of tour boat-dolphin interactions
During the 174h (76 days) spent in presence of the dolphins, a total of 35 boat-dolphin
interactions (boats <200m from dolphins) were monitored. The average duration of
interactions was 4.4min (CV = 0.65), with the shortest lasting 30s and the longest 16.2min.
In addition to the 35 interactions monitored during RV approaches, another 24 interactions
were noted (adding up to a total of 59). The total time tour boats were observed within 200m
of the dolphins added up to 3.6h (2.6h of monitored interactions and a minimum of 1h of
‘un-monitored’ ones), which meant that dolphins were within 200m of tour boats for 2.1% of
the observation time. Although we could not quantify the amount of time dolphins were
exposed to vessel noise (or the levels of that noise) it is important to bear in mind that every
time a boat came within 200m of the dolphins it was audible for an average of 18.5min (CV
= 0.38). Hence the proportion of time that dolphins were exposed to boat noise would be
much higher than the time spent in physical proximity to tour boats.
Most close encounters between boats and dolphins were observed in summer, with 68%
taking place between December and March. Another 19% of interactions took place in
autumn, 8% in winter, and 5% in spring. Summer was the busiest tourist season: the average
number of boat-dolphin interactions per day was higher in summer than in the other seasons
(Fig. 4.1a), with approximately one per day in summer (x = 1.1, 95% CI = 0.5 – 1.7, range =
0 – 9), and lower in the rest of the seasons (autumn: x = 0.7, CI = 0.3 – 1.2, range = 0 – 2;
winter: x = 0.4, CI = 0 – 0.8, range = 0 – 2; spring: x = 0.3, CI = 0 – 0.7, range = 0 – 2).
These daily estimates were not biased by research effort, as daily effort was similar across
seasons (Fig. 4.1b).
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Figure 4.1. Average number of tour boat-dolphin interactions per day in Doubtful Sound (A) and
daily research effort (B). All interactions (whether they were monitored or not) are included. Error
bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. Numbers above error bars indicate sample size (number of
days monitored by the research vessel).

4.4.2. Time spent in the Dolphin Protection Zones
Throughout the duration of the study, dolphins were seen within the DPZ for 53.3h, which
corresponded to 30.6% of the time of observation. The DPZ currently covers 10.5% of the
area in Doubtful Sound.
4.4.3. Compliance with the Code of Management
Tour boats showed high levels of compliance with the new guidelines set in the Code of
Management regarding the DPZ and leaving dolphin encounters to chance. We note that tour
boat behaviour may have been influenced by the presence of the RV, and that tour boats may
show less compliance when unmonitored.
Motorised tour boats were not seen to deviate from their path to approach dolphins, nor were
they seen entering the DPZ in the presence of dolphins. Small private boats, however, were
frequently seen to deviate from their path to approach dolphins, and were seen inside the
DPZ with dolphins on four occasions (at speeds higher than 5 knots on three of these). In
addition, on several occasions (n = 12) small (<8m) non-tourist vessels were seen travelling
at speed within the DPZ (in absence of dolphins), contravening the COM.
Tour boats generally slowed down in the presence of dolphins (to an average of 3 knots),
although there were a few occasions (n = 5) in which they travelled faster than 5 knots within
300m of the group, contrary to the Marine Mammal Protection Regulations (1992). Private
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boats, however, generally travelled at much higher speeds (Fig. 4.2), and often travelled at
>5 knots within 300m of the dolphins.
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Figure 4.2. Average estimated boat speeds of private and tour boats in Doubtful Sound, as recorded
during acoustically monitored interactions. Error bars are 95% CI. Numbers above error bars are
sample size. ‘AUDbef’ = tour boat audible before closest approach; ‘IA’ = during interaction;
‘AUDaft’ = tour boat audible after closest approach.

4.4.4. Extent of dolphin-tourism interactions now and a decade ago
In the present study (2011/2012), 35 monitored interactions took place over a total of 174h of
observation, about half the rate observed by Lusseau in 2000/2001 (178 interactions in 434 h
of observation; Lusseau 2003b). As for the total number of interactions (including ‘unmonitored’ ones), we observed 59 occurrences over a period of one year (76 days in presence
of dolphins), while 373 interactions were noted in a research period of two years (dolphins
observed in 186 days) (Lusseau 2002a). This means that the daily rate would have decreased
from approximately 2.01 interactions per day to a current rate of 0.78. The proportional time
dolphins are exposed to boats during research hours has also shown a remarkable decrease,
from 10.8% in 2003 (Lusseau 2002a; 2003a) to 2% currently (Fig. 4.3A). Differences in
methodology and/or interaction definitions between this and Lusseau’s studies were
investigated. The most obvious difference in methodology between studies is that Lusseau
identified a 400m area as being the ‘zone of interaction’; while a 200m area was defined in
the present study. This difference could have resulted in fewer events being recorded as
interactions in our study; however, during Lusseau’s study, vessels came within 200m of the
dolphins in 92% of interactions. Hence the different decision rules were likely to have little
impact on the differences observed in interaction times.
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The average duration of interactions has also decreased considerably (Fig. 4.3B). Lusseau
reported that the average duration of a boat-dolphin interaction was about 11.6min (12.7
minutes for tour boats and 5.9 minutes for private boats) (Lusseau 2002a, p57). The average
duration of interactions recorded in this study was much shorter: 4.4min (all boats), with
80% of the interactions lasting less than 6min.
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Figure 4.3. Extent of dolphin-vessel interactions in 2003 (Lusseau 2002a; 2003a) and in 2012. (A)
Percentage of total observation time that dolphins spent in close proximity to boats. (B) Average
duration of dolphin-vessel interactions; error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Numbers above bars
represent sample size.

4.5. DISCUSSION
The implementation of management measures to mitigate tourism impacts in Doubtful Sound
was in itself a conservation achievement because it reflects a step in the construction of a
more sustainable tourism industry. Quantifying the effectiveness of such management
strategies once they are implemented is, however, essential for two reasons: (1) to investigate
whether management has actually decreased disturbance and if further management action is
needed; and (2), because evidence of management success will help us to better understand
the mitigation of anthropogenic impacts and ease policy implementation elsewhere.
This study showed that the extent of dolphin-boat interactions were considerably lower than
those reported in previous studies in Doubtful Sound in 1999-2002, carried out before the
implementation of the COM in 2008.
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4.5.1 Why are there fewer dolphin-boat interactions now than a decade ago?
The number, average duration and total duration of dolphin-boat interactions have decreased
substantially since the previous study of vessel impacts on bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful
Sound (Lusseau 2002; 2003a, b). The number of tour vessels operating in the fiord, however,
has not decreased since Lusseau’s study. As for the time spent within areas restricted to
vessel traffic, dolphins spent about 31% of their time within DPZ, relative to total
observation time. Considering that the DPZ covers a small percentage (10.5%) of the area in
Doubtful Sound, dolphins’ use of the DPZ is disproportionate: the DPZ area is used about
3.7 times more often than other areas. High use of the DPZ suggests that the areas protected
in 2008 (following suggestions made by Lusseau & Higham, 2004) were appropriately
chosen, and are still favoured by the dolphins.
While several factors could contribute to the decline in interactions (e.g., possible changes in
habitat use, or changes in behaviour by the dolphins), by far the most parsimonious
explanation is implementation of (and compliance with) the COM. In the past, tour boats
could approach dolphins whenever and wherever they were encountered, and vessel skippers
could follow a group and extend the duration of interaction for as long as they wished. Under
the COM, interactions may only occur if the dolphins are in the intended path of a boat, or if
dolphins actively approach. In both cases, the duration of the interactions depends partly on
the dolphins, unlike before the COM was implemented. The high level of disturbance shown
in past studies suggests that dolphins would avoid boats more often than approach them.
Hence, it is unsurprising that interactions are fewer and shorter now. The DPZ appear to
contribute to the lower frequency of interactions. Dolphins spend almost a third of their time
within the boundaries of the DPZ. Generally good compliance with the DPZ guidelines
indicates that the chances of dolphin/boat interactions in these areas are low. The apparent
success of the DPZ approach shows, for the first time, that marine mammal sanctuaries can
be effective tools to mitigate tourism impacts.
4.5.2. Has the character of dolphin-boat interactions changed since the implementation
of the Code of Management?
Research on the effects of tourism on the bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound from a
decade ago found that tour boat presence was mainly reflected in: (1) a significant decrease
of socialising and resting behaviours, predicted to affect the energetic budget of the dolphins
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(Lusseau 2003b); and (2) increased diving intervals, with predicted higher energetic costs of
avoidance strategies for females than for males (Lusseau 2003a).
Due largely to the smaller amount of time that tour vessels now spend with dolphin groups,
the data collected on dive intervals1 and behaviour states (other than travelling) were too
sparse to perform powerful analyses of tour boat effects on these particular responses,
therefore we could not obtain results directly comparable with Lusseau’s. Whether the
current management reduces the short-term disturbance of tour boats on the dolphins shown
by Lusseau therefore remains unknown, but it is highly likely that the long-term impact is
reduced due to a decrease in the frequency and duration of dolphin-boat interactions. We
cannot ascertain whether such reduction in the long-term impacts is enough to reach
sustainability, but it is evident that appropriate management, if complied with, can mitigate
disturbance from tour boats.
4.5.3. Vessel impacts in Doubtful Sound: Management implications
Different chapters of the present study have investigated the effects of vessels on dolphin
behaviour and communication (Chapters 2 and 3, respectively), as well as the effectiveness
of management in mitigating tourism impacts (present Chapter). The conclusions obtained
can now be brought together to provide a framework for management recommendations.
Impact of tour boats
The study of surface and vocal behaviour of bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound revealed
that tour boats affect group cohesion, and that groups with calves are particularly sensitive to
boat presence. Compactness and coordination of groups with calves decreased while tour
boats were audible. Groups with calves had higher whistle rates when tour boats were
audible during interactions and after their closest approach, presumably to compensate for
impaired group cohesion and increased masking noise. Furthermore, while groups without
calves were quieter when the tour boat was louder (i.e., faster), groups with calves reacted in
the opposite way: the louder or faster the boat, the more vocal they became. The difference in
strategies to deal with boats is likely to reflect different levels of risk depending on the
presence of young. If calves are present, the need for communication may outweigh the
potential costs or limitations of vocalising in a noisy environment, perhaps because it
becomes crucial to maintain close contact between mother-calf pairs or with the rest of the
1

Respiration data were collected with the aim of assessing the current impact of tour boats on dive interval
patterns. Since these data could only be collected at close range (which accounted for one third of the data), a
very low sample size was obtained for ‘impact’ scenarios. Thus, any further analyses were not carried out.
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group. Dolphins also reacted to boat noise through several whistle modifications. Groups
without calves produced longer whistles shifted towards lower frequencies, while groups
with calves produced shorter whistles of higher frequencies.
One of the many functions attributed to grouping behaviour is avoidance of predation
(Barbosa & Castellanos 2005). Hence it is axiomatic that groups with calves should recover
group cohesion as quickly as possible after it is decreased in the presence of boats. This
suggests that the effect of boat noise should be minimised during the re-grouping stage (i.e.,
after the boat’s closest approach). Tour boats typically decelerated gradually when
approaching dolphins, but accelerated quickly when leaving (i.e., the final average speed
after the interaction was not different than the speed before, but the rate of change in speed
differed). Considering the effect that boat speed had on communication of dolphins and the
high correlation between boat speed and noise levels, we suggest that COM guidelines need
to be clearer on the importance of speed, and that the rules apply equally to tour boats and
recreational vessels:
-

Stressing the importance of adhering to the Marine Mammal Protection Regulations
(1992) and not travelling faster than a no-wake speed within 300m of any dolphin.
This will ensure lower noise levels and more predictable boat movements, reducing
impacts on dolphin groups, particularly those with calves.

-

Stressing the need to accelerate and decelerate gradually when dolphins are in sight,
to minimise sudden changes in noise levels. If the build-up of vessel noise is gradual,
it seems likely that dolphin groups (particularly those with calves) have a better
chance of maintaining group cohesion.

Impact of the Research Vessel
The research vessel Nemo (RV) had small but measureable effects on the movement patterns
and whistle properties of dolphins. In general, responses varied depending on whether calves
were present in the group. In spite of the overall effect of the RV being mild, it was
nevertheless an impact to which the dolphins were regularly exposed during periods of
intensive fieldwork (usually 10-14 days at a time). Due to the relatively high levels of
research time required to study impacts of tourism on the dolphins we see no justification to
repeat such study in the foreseeable future.
Research on dolphin behaviour and population biology in Fiordland is not possible without
using a boat. This study has shown that even small boats specifically set up to minimise
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emitted noise, and operated via a code of practice designed to reduce disturbance, have some
effect on the dolphins. Therefore, it seems obvious that future research should be designed to
maximise the amount of information gathered while minimising the level of disturbance.
Management strategies implemented in 2008: leaving dolphin encounters to chance and
creation of the Dolphin Protection Zones
It is not possible to determine whether the DPZ or guidelines in the COM (namely, leaving
encounters up to chance) have been most effective in reducing dolphin-boat encounters.
What is more important is that the combination of these measures appears to be working.
This is the first study, to our knowledge, that provides evidence on the effectiveness of
spatial management to deal with impacts of tourism on marine mammals. Adherence to the
DPZ and COM guidelines is voluntary at present, and the local tourism industry has been
cooperative, showing a high level of compliance. In the case of at least one company,
adherence with the COM has been written into the standard operating procedure (SOP) of the
vessel. Deviation from the SOP is treated as a disciplinary matter by company managers
(Real Journeys, pers. comm.). Compliance could change for any number of reasons,
however, and might have been artificially high while the research vessel was actively
studying vessel impacts. Thus, an obvious weakness of the current management is that
compliance is voluntary.
The observed breaches to the COM during this study were by recreational vessels. These
boats had also considerably higher speeds than tour boats in the proximity of dolphins.
Recreational vessels account for a small fraction of the dolphin-boat interactions. It is
important, however, to increase their compliance with the COM and minimise potential
impact on the dolphins.
Management recommendations
The bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound have a small population size and are virtually
confined to the fiord, which covers a relatively small area (93 km2, Stanton & Pickard 1981).
This means that even at low levels of tourism the rate of vessel encounters per dolphin will
be comparatively high, and that dolphins cannot easily avoid interactions with vessels if they
are to remain within their home range. The Doubtful Sound population is endangered
(Currey et al. 2009) and thought to be relatively closed to mixing, which means that the
consequences of any anthropogenic impacts are likely to be more serious (Bejder et al.
2006).
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Although current management may be successful in reducing long-term impacts of tourism
on the dolphins, it remains unclear whether the current level of tourism in Doubtful Sound is
truly sustainable with respect to the dolphins. The Doubtful Sound population is small and
has a history of low calf survival (Currey et al. 2007; 2008a), and groups with calves are
particularly vulnerable to boats. In this context, it is essential to take a precautionary
approach and to take all reasonable steps to further minimise current anthropogenic impacts.
Based on the results of this study, the following recommendations are likely to improve
current management:
-

The current COM should be formalised in legislation so that management rules have
legislative authority. Compliance should be compulsory rather than voluntary.

-

The number of tourist boats in Doubtful Sound should not increase, and no additional
marine-mammal viewing permits should be issued.

-

The COM should emphasise that vessels change their speed slowly and gradually
when they approach and leave an area with dolphins, and to not travel faster than
wake-speed within 300m of dolphins. These guidelines would not incur any cost or
inconvenience to tour operators, but would be of great benefit to the dolphins.

-

Recreational boat users need to be better informed about the DPZ and the rules
concerning driving around bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound.

-

A precautionary approach should be observed: if the population size of dolphins in
Doubtful Sound appears to increase at any time, this should not encourage an
increase in the level of tourism, nor should the regulations become less strict.

-

Future research on Doubtful Sound’s bottlenose dolphins should be designed to
maximise the data obtained while minimising disturbance.

To conclude, the new management measures established in 2008 appear to have a strong
benefit for the population of bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound by reducing the extent of
dolphin-boat interactions and alleviating the potential long-term impacts of tourism.
Although this reflects an important step in the right direction for this population, due to its
small size, endangered status, and susceptibility to other anthropogenic impacts, it is crucial
that a precautionary approach is taken, and that science-based recommendations are
integrated into the management of current impacts.
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Chapter 5
General Discussion

This study investigated the effects of vessels on the bottlenose dolphins of Doubtful Sound.
Results showed that tour boats and the research vessel caused short-term changes in the
dolphins’ surface and vocal behaviour (chapters 2 and 3). Groups with mother-calf pairs
were particularly responsive to boat presence, being less coordinated and more spread out in
the proximity of tour boats. The increased whistle rates and whistle adaptations recorded in
these groups when boats became audible would, presumably, enhance signal detectability in
a noisy environment and help to restore group cohesion after the passage of a boat. The
biological and log-term consequences of these effects could not be measured, but affected
group structure and an acoustically challenging communication environment are likely to
incur energetic costs and interfere with social behaviour, particularly in groups with calves.
The management measures established in 2008 appear to have resulted in a significant
decrease in the frequency and duration of dolphin-boat interactions, which is likely to
alleviate the potential long-term impacts of tourism on the population (chapter 4). Although
this may reflect a conservation achievement, due to the small size of the population, its
endangered status, and susceptibility to other anthropogenic impacts, it is crucial that a
precautionary approach is taken. Science-based recommendations should continue to be
integrated into management to further minimise impacts.
Several studies have found that dolphins increase their whistling rate in response to boat
noise, and have suggested that this could be triggered by separation events and affected
group structure (Dawson et al. 1995; Scarpaci et al. 2000; Van Parijs & Corkeron 2001a).
The present study is the first to demonstrate a simultaneous occurrence of elevated whistle
rates and impaired group cohesion as a reaction to boats. Although no evidence could be
obtained for a causal relationship between these two responses, it seems very likely that they
are linked, and that whistle repetition is used to compensate for masking noise and to restore
impaired group unity due to boat disturbance.
The methodology of this study aimed to be minimally invasive. It required no physical
contact with the dolphins and used a particularly quiet research vessel that was driven
considerately. Even under these circumstances, the research boat had some impact on the
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dolphins’ movement patterns and whistle properties (chapters 2 and 3). This highlights the
importance of accounting for the impact of research and observer bias in studies of cetacean
behaviour.
5.1. Implications of this research for the population of Doubtful Sound
The population of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound is small (c. 60 individuals) and has
a history of low calf survival which has resulted in population decline (Currey et al. 2007;
2008a). Recent research on female reproductive success has shown an extreme variation in
calf survival among reproductively active females, with six females being responsible for
most of the surviving calves in the population (Henderson et al., in review). This means that
the scope for genetic variation within the population is reduced, and that calf survival is
highly dependent on whom the mother is. The population is therefore extremely vulnerable
to anthropogenic impacts, particularly those affecting pregnant females, mothers, and their
dependent calves.
The increased freshwater input from the Manapouri hydroelectric power station may result in
newborn calves being thermally compromised in winter and spring, when the tailrace water
is cooler than the underlying water (Currey et al. 2008a). A previous study on these dolphins
showed that the cost of vertical avoidance of boats (by performing longer dives) is greater for
females than for males (Lusseau 2003a). The present study has identified that groups with
mother-calf pairs are particularly vulnerable to boat disturbance (chapters 2 and 3). There is
an obvious need for strong protection of this demographic group, highlighting the importance
of mitigating tourism impacts. Although special management regulations could be
considered for groups with calves (while having less strict rules for groups without calves), I
would argue against this. It is difficult to spot young animals until the interaction is already
underway, therefore protection measures should be applied to all groups.
This study suggests that the voluntary code of management established in Doubtful Sound in
2008 has been effective in reducing the extent of dolphin-boat interactions (chapter 4).
Results have also provided guidance on how management could be further improved to
alleviate disturbance from vessels. The population would benefit from the formalisation of
the current voluntary code of management into a legal requirement. The tour operators
currently in Doubtful Sound seem genuinely concerned about the wellbeing of the dolphins,
and have been cooperative, showing a high level of compliance. Their attitude is applauded;
however, compliance could change for any number of reasons, and the guidelines need
legislative authority. In an eco-tourism context, visitors should be educated and made aware
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that interactions with cetaceans in the wild should be up to the animals. This way, visitors
may be more appreciative when cetacean interactions do occur, and this may improve the
experience for visitors and dolphins alike. Regulations on speed (chapter 4) would also
benefit the dolphins, with little or no additional cost to the tour operators.
5.2. Study limitations
Although I aimed for a methodology as objective and consistent as possible, the study of
animal behaviour is often faced with several sources of potential bias and error. One obvious
limitation of this study was that the only practical way to study the effects of boats was to
use a boat. Thus, there was no true control, in which no boats were close to the dolphins. The
impossibility of land observations in Fiordland prevented this option. The ‘staged approach’
methodology provided a robust and practical alternative that enabled quantification of the
impact of the research boat, and assessment of its impacts compared to those of the tour
boats.
Another potential source of bias came from the low number of interactions between boats
and dolphins, which inevitably resulted in a small sample size of ‘impact’ scenarios.
Nevertheless, effects on behaviour and communication were still detected. In the wider
context, a reduction in the number of dolphin-boat interactions is a positive result for the
dolphins. The use of an information-theoretic approach and model-selection provided an
appropriate statistical tool to analyse vessel impacts. In spite of a small sample size, the fact
that models including a tour boat effect were consistently selected via a procedure which
combines model fit and parsimony indicates that those effects were real. A larger sample size
would likely increase the precision of the effect estimates, and perhaps identify additional
effects that were undetectable in this study. However it is extremely unlikely that small
sample size resulted in false positive results.
It would have been valuable to measure source noise levels of the different boats and include
these data in the analysis of their effect on communication. This would have facilitated
quantifying the actual overlap of dolphin vocalisations and boat noise, as well as
investigating how dolphins react to different noise intensities. This would require trials for
hydrophone calibration and sound propagation experiments (to adjust for sound energy loss),
which were beyond the scope of this thesis. This would not have been enough, however. To
measure dolphin source levels, we would need to know how much of the signal amplitude
has been lost in propagation; hence we would need to measure the range from the vocalising
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dolphin to the hydrophone. Identifying which dolphin is vocalising is not yet practical in a
large dolphin group.
Some of the challenges I encountered in this project are characteristic of studies on
behaviour. Inevitably there are un-measurable variables at play that cause response
variability, increasing the apparent level of uncertainty of those variables that can be
quantified. In measures of communication, for example, there is likely to be a strong effect of
who is in the group. Some individuals are likely to be more vocal than others, or have
different call characteristics – just like human voices vary from person to person. However,
because matching individual identity to calls was not possible, this could not be accounted
for.
Comparability among studies of vessel impacts on cetaceans is compromised by variation in
methodologies and definitions. For example, what is the minimum distance at which a boat is
considered to be engaged in an ‘interaction’ with the dolphins? Or how long should ‘before’
and ‘after’ periods be? The definition of the interaction area varies greatly, even among
studies on the same species, including areas of 50, 200, 300, 400, and 1000 metres. These
distances are generally based on marine mammal protection regulations (e.g., Constantine et
al. 2004; Stockin et al. 2008; Lundquist et al. 2012), findings from pilot studies (e.g.,
Lusseau 2003a, b), matches with the distance of the RV (e.g., present study), or arbitrary. It
is difficult to determine these values, as animals’ responses are typically graded rather than
‘all or nothing’ (e.g. clear reaction at 201m but no reaction at 199m), and therefore such
categories lack biological realism. Nevertheless, it is necessary to use some definition, and
ideally to reach some consensus across studies. The duration of ‘before’ and ‘after’ periods is
equally diverse, with time spans of 1, 3 and 10 minutes. The 10min period used in this study
was found to be appropriate, as it was very close to the average duration of tour boats being
audible before (7.70min) and after (9.95min) interactions.
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5.3. The issue of objectivity
One important challenge of measuring behavioural responses is obtaining a high level of
objectivity. The behaviour of dolphin groups is generally described via ‘behaviour states’
(e.g., foraging, socialising, resting, milling, travelling), which are often used as a response
variable in studies of impacts of tourism (e.g., Lusseau 2003b; Stockin et al. 2008). In this
study, behaviour states were useful in accounting for some variability in movement patterns
and whistle rates. The use of behaviour states, however, has some important flaws. The main
problems are that states are based on the subjective interpretation of the researchers, and that
the general behaviour of the group is not always obvious.
An alternative to this problem is recording objective behaviour events (such as particular
types of jumps, dives or interactive behaviours) that are mutually exclusive and cumulatively
exhaustive. Changes in rates of these ‘surface behaviour events’ have been used in several
studies of impacts of tourism on cetaceans (Corkeron 1995; Williams et al. 2002; Lusseau
2006; Stensland & Berggren 2007; Noren et al. 2009). A step further would be to use these
behaviour events and other quantitative behavioural variables to objectively define behaviour
states. This approach was first developed by Schneider (1999), who used a dichotomous key
based on activity scores (i.e., rates of all behaviour events), group size, and rates of particular
events (like aerial jumps). Objectively defined behaviour states could then be used to study
the impacts of tourism on cetacean behaviour, by using the same analyses that typically
include traditional behaviour states (such as Markov Chain analysis, Lusseau 2003b), but
with the advantage of being more rigorous and consistent1.
Perhaps the most important constraint to studying boat impacts on whales and dolphins is the
uncertain significance of using short-term effects as an objective measure of disturbance
(Gill et al. 2001). If their biological and long-term implications for the population cannot be
measured and can only be hypothesised, are these short-term reactions enough evidence for
disturbance or detrimental impact? As such, should they be considered as a trigger for
management action? Anthropogenic disturbance can be described as any human activity that
changes the contemporaneous behaviour or physiology of one or more individuals (Nisbet
2000). It is important for management, however, to distinguish between immediate responses
with no long-term consequences and those with detrimental implications for a population in
1

Data on surface behaviour events were collected with the aim of assessing the impact of boats on surface
behaviour. To ensure that more conspicuous events were not missed, these data could only be collected during
the close range phase of the staged approach (<20m). Thus, very few interactions were recorded and ‘impact’
data were too sparse to perform further analyses.
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terms of reproductive fitness or survival (Seddon & Ellenberg 2007). This distinction poses a
major challenge for the assessment of tourism impacts on cetaceans, as short-term responses
are often the only way to measure reactions to tourism, and it is extremely difficult to discern
their long-term implications. This is partly due to (i) the impracticality of measuring stress,
energy levels and physiological reactions in wild cetaceans, and (ii) their characteristically
long lives and slow reproduction, which mean that changes in vital rates are difficult to
detect and link to particular anthropogenic factors. As such, assumptions based on short-term
behavioural reactions are usually necessary to construct a framework to aid management
decisions. The limited knowledge on the consequences of long-term impacts should not,
however, prevent management action from protecting wild populations. Following a
precautionary approach, if short-term disturbance is documented, this should be enough to
trigger management. Indeed, mitigating short-term impacts, and monitoring populations after
management actions take place, can help to shed light on the long-term impacts of tourism.
5.4. Research recommendations: studying the impacts of vessels on marine mammals
(1) Recommendations for methodology. There are several considerations that can increase
the robustness of analyses studying the impacts of tourism on marine mammals:
-

Using a control/before/during/after sampling approach rather than presence/absence
of boats. This provides a more detailed picture of behavioural reactions to
disturbance, and monitoring recovery after ‘impact’. Also, it takes into consideration
the fact that boats are audible for some time before and after they are in physical
proximity to the animals.

-

Avoid using a research vessel if possible, by carrying out observations from a
vantage point on land (Bejder et al. 1999; Williams et al. 2002; Hastie et al. 2003) or
making acoustic recordings from a static platform (e.g., a pier: Van Parijs &
Corkeron 2001a).

-

If land observations are not practical, monitoring the potential impact of the RV by
using a regressive approach (Lusseau 2003a; 2006; present study).

-

Assessing vessel impacts on both surface and vocal behaviour (e.g., Lemon et al.
2006; present study). Acoustic tools offer a highly quantitative measure of what
occurs underwater, which is particularly useful given the vocal nature of dolphins.
The combination of both aspects provides a more rigorous analysis and holistic view
of how social animals react to disturbance.
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(2) Research on tour boat behaviour. There is great variation in the behavioural responses of
cetaceans to boats and noise. Although different species and populations are likely to react
differently to boat disturbance, it is clear that the behaviour of tour operators has an
important role in determining the reaction in each location. The level of boat intrusiveness
has been found to strongly influence dolphin behaviour (Lusseau 2003a; Martinez et al.
2010). For example, Nowacek et al. (2001) performed experimental approaches with a boat,
approaching dolphins head-on and at speeds of 9 to 35 knots. The dolphins responded with
increased speeds, more erratic behaviour, and decreased inter-individual distances. In the
present study (in which no significant changes of group speed and directness of travel were
observed), bottlenose dolphins were never approached head-on, and tour boats generally
drove at slow speeds (80% of monitored interactions had speeds ≤5kn). A study of tourism
impacts on Hawaiian spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) found that the dolphins tended
to swim faster when vessels were faster (Timmel et al. 2008). The present study also found
an effect of tour boat speed, in this case affecting the whistle rate of dolphins (chapter 3).
This highlights the importance of measuring boat behaviour (number of boats, boat speed,
closest distance of approach, duration of interactions, etc.) and incorporating these factors
into management measures. Regulating boat behaviour is likely to be a cost-effective means
to reduce disturbance on cetacean populations.
(3) Research on the impacts on acoustic behaviour. There are still important gaps in the
understanding of the effects of boat presence and noise on vocal behaviour. Given how
crucial the acoustic channel is for cetaceans, there is a need to quantify acoustic impacts on
populations subjected to high levels of vessel traffic or aquatic tourism. In particular,
understanding what boat characteristics and behaviours influence noise levels would be very
instructive. Such information could be incorporated into management, by promoting methods
to reduce noise. These measures may include regulations in boat speed, choice of propulsion
system (e.g., are water-jet propelled boats less noisy than boats with propellers?), and
propeller maintenance (e.g., to minimise cavitation noise).
(4) Research on long-term impacts. The long-term consequences of tourism and noise on
wild populations are very poorly understood. Elucidating the relationship between
behavioural reactions and population fitness is a very difficult task, mainly because the
biological costs of behaviour or vocal changes are not easily quantifiable. A few studies have
observed area avoidance or changes in residency patterns of whales and dolphins during
seasons or years of increased boat traffic (Salden 1988; Reeves 1977; Bryant et al. 1984;
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Lusseau 2005). However, direct evidence for a cause-and-effect relationship is extremely
difficult to obtain. Long-term cetacean research programmes that can provide a time scale for
changes in tourism intensity (e.g., Bejder et al. 2006), could be very valuable in this sense.
(5) Impacts of tourism on Fiordland bottlenose dolphins. Acoustics provide a powerful tool
for studying the impacts of boat noise on dolphins. The northern population in Fiordland
inhabits seven fiords (Lusseau 2005), one of which, Milford Sound, has a higher level of
tourism than Doubtful Sound. Lusseau (2005) found that dolphins spent less time in this
fiord during seasons of intense boat traffic. Milford Sound has a single arm and covers a
much smaller area than Doubtful Sound. Thus, acoustic recordings made with moored digital
acoustic recorders may provide a practical tool to monitor presence and activity in this fiord.
It would be worth investigating if different levels of boat traffic result in short-term changes
in communication signals, and if adaptation occurs during the months of highest tourism.
Comparisons with the effects observed in Doubtful Sound would be useful to study how
different levels of exposure to tourism affect the acoustic behaviour in two geographically
close populations.

The knowledge obtained in this study has increased our understanding of anthropogenic
impacts on wild populations of coastal cetaceans, and draws attention to how the demands of
modern society have resulted in important changes to the marine natural environment. This
study has shown that acoustics provide a relatively non-invasive tool that can successfully
measure anthropogenic impacts on dolphins. Importantly, acoustics focus on a sense that is
crucial for survival and maintaining social cohesion. In conjunction with behavioural
observations, valuable information has been gained to aid management decisions in the
protection of the population of dolphins inhabiting Doubtful Sound.
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